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New Scholarships,
Loans Announced
By ROGER RAKERS
The
office of Student
Financial Aid has announced
that the following scholarships
and loans are available for any
qualified applicant. These
items are sponsored by various
donors independent of the office
of Student Financial Aid.

Happy Valentine's Day! See personals on page 11.
( Photo by Hu Its)
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Beta Chi Sigma Sponsors

Merit Badge Day Planned
By MIKE DUNNERMANN
The
members
of
the
Missouri Alpha Chapter of Beta
Chi Sigma are making the final
revisions for this year's Merit
Badge University. The sixth
annual M.B.U. will be on
Saturday, February 23,1980.
MBU is for Boy and Girl
Scouts that have completed the
7th grade and have a desire to
earn anyone of the 25 different
. Merit Badges offered during the
course of the day. These Merit
Badges are earned through the
experience and examination
done by out local UMR
professors. They are briefed on
each
of
the
badge's
requirements and later in the
day must acknowledge each
individual scout's performance.
This year the program begins
with Scout registration at 7: 00
and, then at 9: 15 MBU is officially opened by the flag
ceremony at the library. From
here the scouts are spread out
into the morning skill center
sessions. The adult leaders, in
the meantime are going to hold
a meeting and receive information on the activities
scheduled. They are later involved with the scouts in
helping them acquire the Merit
Badges.
Lunch this year is catered by
McDimalds and will be held in
the St. Pat's church gym from
11 : 00 to 2: 00. The day will be set
up such that some 5 tours will

cover the UMR campus. These
include; KMNR, the Computer
Center, the Nuclear- Reactor,
the Geology Museum and the
UMR Observatory along with
the microwave tower.
The MBU director this year is
Dave Wrobel. He, along with
the members of the Beta Chi
Sigma Chapter, will be in
control of the 750 scouts and
leaders that have preregistered
for this year's program.

There are many other
organizations that are involved
with MBU 's success. This is the
second largest function campus
wide, being the Theta Tau
Ugly Man.
MBU brings together scouts
from all over the state of
Missouri. Many will come to
Rolla Friday to camp in local
areas. It's a good time for all
and those who attend receive an
MBUpatch.

The
Business
and
Professional Women!s Foundation Loan Fund assists
women in their final two years
of any engineering program.
Study may be full or part-time,
but the applicant must carry at
least six semester hours. The
loans are repayable over a fiveyear
period.
Brochures
available in the Office of
Student Financial Aid, 106
Parker Hall.
The St. Louis Chapter of the
National Association of Women
in Construction awards stipends
each year to young men and
women pursuing a degree

related to the construction
industry, or to students seeking
to further their skills for employment relative to construction. Application - forms
are available in the Office of
Student Financial Aid, 106
Parker Hall. DEADLINE :
March 31 , 1980.
The Panhellenic Association
of Greater Kansas City is offering a grant and an interest
free loan to a deserving woman
college student, resident in the·
Kansas City area, who will have
achieved a minimum of junior
status by September 1980.
Application forms are available
in the Office of Financial Aid,
106 Parker Hall. DEADLINE :
March I , 1980.
The Society of Women
Engineers is seeking qualified
applicants for nine scholarships, totaling $8450. Application forms are available
from Pennie Nichols, c-o
M.E.P. Office, Building T-23.
DEADLINE : March 1,1980.

Housing Cost Increase
Proposed by Aux Enl
According to Jess Zink,
Director of Auxiliary Enterprises at UMR, the main
reason for the proposed increase in both dormitory and
married student housing is
inflation. However, there are
other reasons.
In the past it has been the
policy of the University to defer
maintenance on the dormitories
and use the funds freed by this
expedient to meet the bonded
indebtedness on the University
Center. This practice has
resulted in a need for an
unusual number of repairs to
worn-out
eqUipment
and
facilities, including hot-water
heaters, laundry facilities, and
the
eqUipment
at
Rayl
Cafeteria.

In addition to catCh-up work,
there are also plans for a total
renovation of Rayl in order to
increase
its
efficiency.
Rearrangement of the serving
areas, installation of an
elevator, and a switch to round
tables are being considered.
Besides
changing
the
facilities, it may become
necessary to switch to an allhours schedule, in which the
cafeteria would be open from
early morning to late evening,
with the menu changing as the
day goes on. This has been done
with some success at other
universities, and before the
American
Food
Service
Management took over, it was
(Continued on Page 5)
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Academic Council Discloses
Information Manual Changes
By MIKE DUNNERMANN
Earlier last semester the
following set of rules were
posted in the Registrar's Office.
These rules have been made by
the Academic Council, but
there wasn't enough time to put
them in the 1979-80 Manual of
Information.
One of the changes was to
drop the $5 drop-add fee. The
Academic Council approved a
policy which prevents a drop or
withdrawl from a course from
being recorded on the student's
transcript if the change is made
during the first four weeks of a
semester or summer session.
Many students have taken

advantage of this new option
already, and it can save . one
from being embar r;"" i when
the job interviewer sees that no
courses were dropped.
Another rule change affects
only those students who plan to
graduate in the School of
Engineering. This rule states
that students graduating in the
School of Engineering must
achieve an academic grade
point average of 2.0 in courses
Itaken in their majur department. This rule went into effect
in December of 1979. The rule
here is in addition to the
existing rule that requires a
student to achieve a 2.0
academic grade point average
in all college level courses in

order to graduate. In computing
the academic grade point
average, only the last grade
earned in a course is used.
The last rule is just a revision
of the rule regarding students
being dropped from the
University. In addition to the
restriction that any stUdent
receiving one or more F's and
no grade above a D, a student
cannot have one or more U's or
he-she will be dropped from the
University. A U is an unsatisfactory grade received in a
course taken pass-fail.
These are the only changes to
previous editions of the Manual
of Information. Copies of this
publication are available at the
Registrar's Office.

This
Week's
Filler
Nursing School
Update
pg . 4
Frisbee For
Credit

pg.6

Dr.a ft Dodging pg- 7
Koening
Kraz iness

pg . 12

Buyer's Guide pg . 15
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student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

ents Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar
lendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Even
THURSDAY

SUB
Scripts
Tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m.
in Centennial Hall, the Student
Union Board will be sponsoring
The Casino Night. An event of
this magnitude would cost
mega bucks in such famed
gambling towns like Las Vegas
and Atlantic City, but with an
official validated UMR identification card, you will receive
a few thousand dollars to try
lady luck in games of craps,
blackjack, roulette, and many
more. Prizes will be auctioned
off at 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m.
On Sunday, SUB takes to the
adventures of the outdoors with
a Winter Float Trip. The float is
free, but limited to only experienced canoeist. Sign up at
On the Loose, T-9. Transportation and lunch will not be
provided.
On February, 24, SUB will be
presenting the motion picture
"Midnight Express." The film
is based on the true experience
of William Hayes (as played by
Brad Davis) and the agony and
'Unspeakable horror he suffered
in the' Sagmalcilar prison of
Turkey. Hayes is caught trying
to smuggle a small quantity of
hashish out of Turkey and is
sentenced to 30 years in prison.
AS escape attempts repeatedly
fail and torture follows, Billy
makes a daring escape.
Showtimes are at 4:00 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
Admission is free.

"Not too long ago
I was speechless.
Now 1m teaching Ben
howtotalk~

Donald Stevenson

Benjamin Evans

Cance r of the
larynx i s o ne of the
most treatable
cancers. If
discovered in time, 9
out of 10 p atients are
curable. Of these,
t wo-third s lea rn to
speak aga in., thanks
to a rehabilitation
program of th e
A.C.S. Early
d etection and
prompt trea tment
can save your life
and your voice.

TONIGHT'S MOVIE
Orson Welles's "Macbeth" stands alone because o[ the unusual treatment his cinematic artistry gives the play. A craggy castle hewn [rom a
seemingly living black rock, primitive rough costumes, a foreboding play of
light and shadows, enCircling mists, camera work and dramatic angles
reminiscent of Citizen Kane alt combine to visualize the full purpose 01 the
man who, hearing witches' prophecy, murders to make it come true. Underscoring the dramatic action is a fantastically expressive score by the
French composer, Jacques Ibert. Shown at 7:30 tonight, $2.00 at the door.

FRIDAY
A.S.C.E.
On Friday, February 22 at 4:00 p.m . in room 114 of the Civil Engineering
BUilding, the American Society of Civil Engineers will have a meeting. The
guest speaker will be Mr. Joseph S. Ward, the current National President of
A.S.C.E . The topic of his talk will be "Professionalism: There's More to It
Than Just Engineering." Refreshments will be served and memberships will
be available after the meeting. A door prize will be given away and everyone
is invited to attend. Before the meeting Mr. Ward will be in the Needles Room
on the second floor of the C.E. Building from 3:00-4:00 p.m. for anyone
wishing to talk with him.

SCIENCE .. ENGINEERING FAIR
The Twenty-Third Annual South Central Missouri Science and Engineering
Fair will be held in Centennial Hall, University Center East, on March 28-29,
1980. Judging of exhibits will be from 1:00-5:00 p.m ., Friday, March 28, and
the ' Awards Program will be at 2 p.m. in st. Pat's Ballroom, University
Center West, March 29.
In the past, various organizations have sponsored an award to a deserving
exhibit. It is hoped that your organization will be able to present an award at
the 1980 Science and Engineering Fair.
If no exhibit qualifies for an award in your particular field, you are, of
course, free to withhold the award for this year. It is urged you do that than
give an award this year to a non-qualifying exhibit, and then fail to offer
anything in the following year.
AWA
The Arnold ' Whitewater Association and the Ozark Chapter of the Sierra
Club are co-sponsoring the 13th Annual Missouri Whitewater Championships,
March 15 and 16 on the St. Francis River near Fredericktown, Missouri.
Whitewater paddlers are invited to participate and the public to watch this
exciting event. For more information contact: Matt Pross, 15 N. Meramec
Av., Clayton, MO 63105, phone # 314-726-0656.

SATURDAY
INDEPENDENT'S TEA
Everyone's invited to Independent's Valentine's Tea Saturday , Feb. 16,
9: 00 p.m. at T.E.C.

MONDAY
COMMUNICATIONS CLUB
There will be an organizational meeting of the Communications Club on
Monday, February 18 at 3:30 p.m. in the Ozark Room of the University
Center. Topics discussed will be amendments to the club's constitution,
membership, and activities [or lhe current semester. Any student with an
interest in communications, speech, writing, and mass media is invited to
attend. Refreshments will be served.

WESLEY
The next Wesley Foundation meeting will be at 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
February 20, at the Wesley House. Guest speaker Dr. Edwards ~~ the
Nuclear Engineering Department will present "The Energy Simulator.

W. T. SHRENK SOCIETY '
The W. T. Shrenk Society, American Chemical Society Student Affiliate,
will have a meeting. Tuesday, February 19 at 7:00 p.m. in room 125 of the
Chemistry-Chemical Engineering Building. John Gordon of the chemistry
department will speak on Coatings Technology.
New members welcome. Refreshments will be served.

FOOSBALL
The Student Union Board is sponsoring a foosball tournament. The tournament will be single elimination doubles play . Sign up sheets will be posted
on the SUB bulletin board Wed., Feb. 13 through Fri., Feb. 22. Play begins
Mon., Feb. 25 in the Universi1y Center East and will be payed for by SUB.
For information call 341 -2478.

SPELUNKERS' CLUB
There are more than 4,000 known caves in Missouri - help us explore
them. Meetings are at 6: 15 in room 305 Norwood, every Wednesday.
AIAA MEETING
On Wednesday, February 20, 1980, the second meeting of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the ME
Auditorium. The guest speaker for the evening .will be the energy efficient
engines for aircraft propulSion. Memberships will be taken and refreshments
served after the meetin/!.

NODAY
SWE SPRING SCHOLARSHIP
The Society of Women Engineers is now accepting applications for their
1980 Spring Scholarship Program. Qualified candidates are eligible for nine
scholarships, varying in amount from $200 to $1,500. All SWE administered
scholarships are open only to women majoring in engipeering in an accredited university. Recipients will be notified approximately May I , 1980
and will receive the awards for use during the 1980-81 school year. Completed
applications must be postmarked no later than March I .
, Interested students can pick up an application in the Minority Engineering
Office, building T-23.

MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the spring
semester, you should make application for that degree by going to the
Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The Registrar's Office will
not be able to include you with other students finishing undergraduate and
graduate degrees on May 18 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.

MISS EPSILON PSI CONTEST
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha have announced the Miss Epsilon Psi
Contest. It will be held from Feb. 15 through March 15. For more information
call Alpha Phi Alpha at 364-9968 ..

APO BOOKSTORE
The APO Bookstore is still returning money and unsold books left over
from this semester's sales. If you have not yet picked up your money or
books, call Gre,g Grindinger at 364-4841.

UPTOWN NOW!
Shows 7:00 ,& 9:25 p.m.
~atinee Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m.
Adults S2.50/Child SI.25

WEDNESDAY
EMA-AIIE
There will be an EMA-AllE meeting at 7:00 p.m. in G5-HSS on February
20,1980. The guest speaker will be'Mr. Paul T. Downing, President and Chief
Executive Officer of Nooler Corporation. All members are urged 10 attend .
ASME-AIAA
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers and lhe American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics present Mr. Ray Bucy of General
Electric speaking on "Energy Efficient Engines for Aircraft Propulsion" on
Wednesday, February 20. The jOint meeting will begin at 7:00 p.m. and will
be followed by refreshments. Memberships will be taken and renewed and
EVERYONE IS INVITED!

EXERCISE PROGRAM
A twelve-week program of exercises for self-improvement for the students
and public has been planned by the Self-Improvement Exercise Group of the
Coterie of Faculty Wives. Under this program, ttie partiCipants will learn
simple ancient oriental exercises to keep their bodies in a physically fit
condition and free from disorders. The key to good health is flexibility of the
spine_In addition, accelerated relaxation techniques for increased efficiency
in day to day work will be taught through the medium of breathing and
thought process. Discussion sessions will include (a) an expl anation of the
process of conflict and fear in one's mind and how one can attain freedom
from these maladies and tb) hints for health through eating wholesome rood
and sprouts. For more information, contact Mrs. Paula Koenig at 364-3170

Separate Admission Late Show
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Night
At 10:45 p.m. Adults S2_50

MONTY PYTHON'S

LIFE
OF BRIAN
WARNER BROS. 0

I!!I

This THURSDA Y for "Life of Brian"
UMR Students present your student I.D. & We will admit
TWO FOR ONLY S2.50

tFiiftjj
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ASCE President
Lectures at UMR
CONTRIBUTED BY ASCE
On Friday, February 22, the
University of Missouri-Rolla
campus will be visited by Mr .
Joseph S. Ward, the current
National President of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE l. While here
he will address the UMR
Student Chapter of the ASCE at
4:00 p.m. in room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building. The topic
of
his
talk
will
be
There's
" Professionalism:
More
to It Than Just
Engineering,"
a
subject
relating to all areas 01
engineering.
Before
the
meetinp. Mr. Ward will be in the
Needles Room on the second
floor of the C.E . Building from
3:00-4:00 p.m. to visit with
anvn\1p interested in talkinR
with him . Both the visitation
hour and the meeting are open
to the public. Later in the
evening Mr. Ward will address
the Mid-Missouri section of the
ASCE.
Mr. Ward is the president 01
Converse Ward Davis Dixon
ASSOCiates, one of the largest
geotechnical firms/ in the U.S. ,
and travels all over the country
and world on company and
ASCE
business.
He was
recently a member of an ASCE
delegation to the People's
Republic of China. Mr. Ward
earned a bachelor'S degree
from Manhattan College and a
master 's degree from Rutgers
University. He later taught at
The Cooper Union where he

.. The National Fund for Minority Engineering Students has awarded scholarships to 21
University of Missouri-Rolla students who are participants in UMR's Minority
Engineering Program. They are, Front row, left to right, Sheila Loftin, Kansas City;
Gayle Gaskin, Maplewood; Bonnie Scott, St. Louis; Sharon Williams, St. Louis; Melanie
Tindley, Sturgeon; Cheryl Bradford, Benton, La.; Valerie Jones, St. Louis; Jacquelyn
Chapman, St. Louis; Ernest Smoot, St. Louis. Back row, left to right, are Sterling Foster,
Jennings; Anthony McGaughy, St. Joseph; Charles Harris, Kansas City; Gera Id Allen,
Harrisonville; Michael Barton, Kansas City; Ernest Banks, St. Louis; Wilbert Brewton,
Springfield; Michael Robinson, Kansas City; Wilbon Cooper, St. Louis. Not in the .picture
are Robert Estill, Boonville; Virgil Hughes, Kansas City ,and Allen Jones, St. Louis.
- Photo Courtesy of OPI

Minority Program

Students Awarded Grants
SOURCE:OPI
Twenty-one
engineering
students at the University of
Missouri-Rolla have received
scholarships through the Incentive Grants Program of the
National Fund for Minority
Engineering Students (NFMES).
These
scholarships
are
renewable each year that the
student is an undergraduate
engineering
student
and
remains in good academic
standing.
The grants are part of the

scholarship aid offered by
UMR's Minority Engineering
Program which makes it
possible for qualified minority
students to study engineering at
UMR.
. ·The program, which is also
supported by industry and the
University, annually awards
between 30 and 35 scholarships
which pay all academic expenses during the students' first
year at UMR. In addition,
students attend a seven-week
summer
pre-engineering
program on the Rolla campus
and receive counseling and

tutorial services throughout
their college careers, both at no
cost to the student. A limited
number of four-year scholarships are available, and all
students are assisted in finding
jobs and other financial
assistance. More than 100
students are now attending
UMR under the minority
program which began in 1974.

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri. The MISSOURI MINER features activities of the students
and faculty of UMR.
Editor
Bill Frank
364-8115
Business Manager
Betsy Hawks
364-4780
Managing Editor
Bob Burchett
364-5156
News Editor
Marilyn Kolbet
364-7416
News Staff: Paul Braun, Ken Hardy, Mike Dunnermann, Mary Ford,
Karen Downer.
Features Editor
Linda Ponzer
364-3150
Features Staff: Diane Nau, Kate Busher, Bob Koenig, Cornelia
Hecker.
Sports Editor
Chris Ransom
364-8115
Sports Staff: John Crow, Gerry Goeke, Chris Wilson.
Photo Editor
Daryl Seck
364-9769
Photographers: Dave Caswell, Paul Schaeffer, Phil Cook.
Advertising Director
Steve Sontag
364-9885
Advertising Sales Staff: Cindi Monds, Rich Bee, Kim Hoffstetter.
Circulation: Mark Brown, Dean Hutson.
Faculty Adviser
Curtis Adams
341-4809
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of S6 per
semester.
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00
p.m. on Monday before printing on Thursday.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T·l,341-4235
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

Joseph S. Ward

St Pat's

UMR's 21 NFMES recipients
are among 1,700 students at 94
engineering institutions who
received the awards this year.
Scholarships are awarded to
minority students who need
financial assistance and have
demonstrated the academic
and intellectual ability to
succeed in engineering.

cnC9cece~
On Sale In the Student Union.

NFMES was established in
1974 as a financial catalyst for
increasing the nation 's supply
of minority engineers. It is
supported largely by major
industries in an effort to recruit
more minority employees for
technical
and
managerial
careers.
Minority high school students
interested in engineering as a
career should contact the
Minority
Engineering
Program, UMR, Rolla, Mo.
65401 (phone 314-341-4212) for
additional information or for
scholarship applications.

became interested in soils,
which led to the opening of his
own consulting firm . He has
been active on both the national
and local levels of ASCE . On the
national level he has served as
past national vice president and
director of ASCE as well as
chairing and serving on several
important national committees.
On the local level he was the
New York City Metropolitan
Section President and their
Civil Engineer of the Year in
1978. He is also active in many
national profeSSional societies
such as the Amerfcan Consulting Engineers CounciL One
of Mr. Ward's main goals is to
strengthen
ASCE 's
memberShip, especially by making
an effort to enroll young
graduate engineers and getting
them involved in ASCE activities.

_

Stocking Caps-3.50
Sweatsh i rts-6. 00
Hats-3.50 Mugs-3.00
Flying Discs-l .50
Garters-.75
Buttons-.50
Bumperstickers-.25
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Rece~

For many years now,
becoming a nurse meant
traveling at least a 100 miles
away from home to get to the
nearest nursing school. But
today they can receive more
than half their education here at
the University of MissouriRolla.
A cooperative program has
been established with the
University of Columbia that
allows students to take their
first two years of course work
on the Rolla campus and they
then procede to UMC to continue their studies. Then when
the student has reached their
final semester of the ninesemester required course, they
can return to the Rolla campus
and do their clinical work at
Phelps
County
Memorial
Hospital. They then will
graduate from UMC with a
bachelor of science in nursing
<B.S.N.) degree.
The UMR life sciences
program is that program which
coordinates to the UMC School
of Nursing. Those courses taken
at Rolla include the general
degree requirements in math
and humanities and most of the
1" 11.
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As one of the world's leading suppliers of
advanced systems and components for aerospace manufacturers, we play a vital role on
craft such as the space shuttle, all U.S. commercial jets, current military programs, and a
number of business jets. Sundstrand also is
known for its products in energy systems, air
comfort, power transmission, and fluid handling.
If. you 're interested in a creative engineering
environment where you can work with outstanding professionals, investigate Sundstrand. We
offer competitive salaries, strong benefits, and a
generous educational reimbursement program.
Our headquarters are in Rockford , Illinois, a
medium-sized community with varied employment opportunities for spouses.
On-campus interviewer . .. Vic Barnard

e. SUNDSTRA.
4751 Harrison Avenue
Rockford, IL 61101
An Equal Oppor1unity Employer M/ F
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Grodepoint Enemy No.1 's
Newest Secret Weapon! ! !

Two Year Nursing Program
science courses - biology,
chemistry, zoology, physiology
and anatomy and bacteriology
along with psychology and
sociology. There are 76 hours to
be taken on the Columbia
campus, 56 are in nursing, and
there is the option of taking the
last 7 to 10 hours at Rolla.
The coordinators of this
program on the Rolla campus
are Donna Bond, field project
manager, and she is assisted by
Maxine Chambers on a halftime basis. Both are registered
nurses with masters degrees.
Ms. Bond is spending most 01
her time traveling around the
South Central Missouri areas,
visiting high schools to recruit
students to this new program .
the response has been well
amongst the high schools but
she has also received inquiries
from licensed practical nurses
and registered nurses without
degrees who are considering
coming back to school to take
those extra courses that would
qualify them for the B.S.N.
They all wish to protect their
career's future because by 1985,
the
American
Nurses
Association projects that it will
be required for all those in the
professional practice of nursing

student's attention on tlte part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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UMR Student Enroll In
By MIKE DUNNERMANN

Thursday, January 31, 1980
(Continued From Page 19)

to have a bachelor'S degree.
This nursing program was
rumored to many students last
fall so that six freshmen and
nine sophomores took the
required courses last year in
anticipation of the program's
approval. The first group of
senior nursing students to take
their final semester at Rolla
will take two senior nursing
courses on the Rolla campus,
with clinical practice at Phelps
County Memorial Hospital.
Ken West, administrator of
Phelps
County
Memorial
Hospital, Dr. Neal Granneman
and other Rolla area health
professionals and Drs. Nord
Gale and Roger Brown, UMR
life sciences professors, were
(Continued on Page 5)

BBC Productions

UMR Shows ShakespeareanPlays
SOURCE:OPI
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) productions 01
11 of Shakespeare's plays will
be presented to the public free of charge - at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 19.
Six of the plays are on
videotape and will be presented
on Tuesdays in Room 103 of the
Wilson Library. Telecasts of six
of the BBC productions
("Richard II" is presented on
both videotape and TV) may be
viewed on Wednesdays at the
University Center.
Auxiliary services is in the
process of installing a largescreen TV facility in the St.
Pat's Ballroom in University
Center-West. But, if the facility
is not in place at the beginning
of the series, the telecast will be
scheduled in the TV lounge
(regular size screen) in
University Center·East until
the new screen is in operation.
The plays may be viewed beginning at 7 p.m. and running
for two hours - on the follOWIng
dates :
Feb . 19, " Henry VIII,"
videotape - Library
Feb. 26, "Julius Caesar,"
videotape - Library
Feb 27, " Twelfth Night," TV
- University Center
March 4, " As You Like It,"
Videotape - Library
March 11, "Romeo and
Juliet," videotape - Library
March 17, "Richard II,"
videotape - Library (Monday)
March 19, "Richard II," TV
- University Center
March 25, "Measure for
Measure," videotape - Library
March 26, "Henry IV - Part
I," TV - University Center
April 9, "Henry IV - Part
II," TV - University Center
April 23, "Henry V," TV University Center
May 7, "Tempest," TV University Center

-- -

May 14, "Hamlet,"· TV University Center

sessions are free and open to the
public.

Dr. W. Nicholas Knight will
lecture and hold a discussion on
each of these plays during noon
hours on Mondays (for the most
part, on Mondays preceeding
the play presentation) in Room
G-9 of the Hunanities-Social
Sciences
Building.
These

Both the lecture and drama
series are presented as part of
UMR's participation in the MidAmerica
Shakespearean
Chatauqua which is made
possible by a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities.

"V ALENTINE'S SPECIAL"

Beverage Mart
10% off on all wines

0
0
\?

Walker Special Canadian 1.75

$8.75

1021 Kingshighway

St Pat's
qj~[f[f~
On Sale In the Student Unioo.

Stocking Caps-3.50
Sweatsh i rts-6.00
Hats-3.50 Mugs-3.00
Flying Discs- 1.50
Garters-.75
Buttons-.50
Bumperstickers-.25
-
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Hopkin's University Professor Visits UMR
SOURCE : OPI
Dr. Alphonse Chapanis, Johns
Hopkins University, one of the
founders of the field of
. engineering psychology, is a
visiting professor at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
during the week of Feb. 10-16.
Dr. Chapanis began his series
of presentations with a lecture,
"The
Importance
of
Engineering Psychology in a
Technological Society," on
Monday, Feb. 11, in Miles
Auditorium,
Mechanical
Engineering Building.
.He discussed his research
relating to computers at an

Dorm Rates
Up Nex t Year
(Conti nued f ro m Page 1)

used experimentally at Thom as
J efferson.
F inally, the Housing Office is
attempting to build up a reserve
in the amount of five percent of
receipts for use on future
maintenance and in planning a
new dormitory.
This new dorm , which will
house up to 400 people, is to be
located on the parking area east
of the Quadrangle. Since
financial assistance from HUD
was denied, the University has
been seeking to finance it
through private investment.
The need for further housing
is evident from the number of
students now in leased motel
space.
There
are
ap·
proximately 250 students now in
the . motels. Based on ap·
plications for housing already
received, this number will
probably inci-ease..!n the future.

Nursing
Program
(Continued from Page 4)

instrumental in pushing the
UMC satellite nursing program
at UMR. They all hope that this
may be a beginning of a four
year program at UMR.
A UMC School of Nursing
survey of agencies in a four
county South Central area of
out-state Missouri showed 35
budgeted positions vacant with
projections of a need for an
additional 100 nurses within the
next four years. The few B.S.N.
programs in Missouri which are
nationally
accredited
are
concentrated in the northern
half of the state. Nurses, like
many other students tend to
remain to work where they
were educated. This causes a
prol)lem here in the south, but
willi this new program the
future looks a bit different.
Information on the UMCUMR Cooperative Nursing
program is available at offices
of high school counselors or
from Donna Bond or Dr. Roger
Brown, life sciences department, UMR, or Dean Gladys
Courtney, School of Nursing,
UMC.

electrical
engineering
colloquium on Tuesday, Feb. 12,
and will speak at a psychology
research colloquium at 3:30
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 13, Room
G-7,
Humanities-Social
Sciences Building.
Dr. Chapanis also will be
guest lecturer in a psychology
course,
Human
Factors
in
a
Engineering,
and
mechanical engineering senior
design course. During the week
he will visist informally with
UMR faculty, students and
administrative personnel and
will meet with the UMR
psychology faculty at 2:30 p.m.
Il.'r==-"'''-==="'Ille=;;;;;;ae'

Friday, Feb. 15.
Dr. Chapanis has given
several hundred invited addresses throughout the world at
professional
meetings,
universities and industrial
firms. He is the author of more
than 120 articles and books,
including the first textbook on
engineering
psychology,
"Applied
Experimental
Psychology: Human Factors in
Engineering Design." He is a
member of many professional
SOCieties, and has served as
president of the Society of
Engineering Psychologists, the
Human Factors Society and the
'el

'EI'

liN

International
Ergonomics
Society. He has been a consuit ant for a variety of governmental agencies and industries.
His research deals with
topics
in
experimental
psychology, computer science,
vision, statistics and ex peri mental design as well as
engineering psychology.
He received his Ph.D. degree
in
psychology
at· Yale
University in 1942 and began his
career at the Army Air Force's
Aero Medical Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. Shortly thereafter, he
was commissioned a second
ie'

ie'

...1'

I'EII

lieutenant and trained as an
aviation physiologist. At the
Aero Medical Laboratory he
was concerned with human
visual problems in aviation. He
has been at Johns Hopkins
University since 1946.
In August 1978, the American
Psychological
ASSOCiation
presented
him
with
the
Distinguished Contribution for
Applications in Psychology
Award "for his contributions as
a founder of the field of
engineering psychology and for
his pioneering research and
leadership over a 35-year
period."
IBr:====JSllSiiillilla._ __
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BE ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT 22.
Think of a ship as a corPoration, and it's not farfetched at
alL A destroyer may have
fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
running the show,
You become part of the
management team when you
get your commission as an
ensign after just 16 weeks of
leadership training at Officer
Candidate SchooL
Choose to be a Navy officer
and you are responsible for
people and equipment almost
immediately.
Many officers go on for
further advanced schooling.
The Navy has literally dozens
of fields for its officers
=

everything from nuclear propulsion to systems analysis,
oceanography to inventory
management. In graduate
school, this training would
cost you thousands, but in
the Navy, we pay you.
Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for
more information. Or call
toll-free 800-841-8000 (in GA
call toU-free 800-342-5855).
There's no obligation, and
you'll learn about an excellent
way to start a career in
management, As a college
graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you'U get it sooner and more of it - in the Navy,

r--------------,
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000

8915

P elham Manor, New York 10803
o Yes, I'm interested in becom ing
a Navy Office r. Please send me
more information. (j1lG)
Nam e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FIRST

(PLEASE PRINT )

LAST

Address _

_

_ _ __ __

_

_

C ity _

_

_ _ _ State _ _ Zip -

Age _

_ tColiege/Uni versit y _

_ __

t Grad u8tion Date _ _ OG rade Point _

_

6 Major/ M inor _ _ _ __ __ __
P hone Nurnberc_ _

_ _ _ __

(AREA CODE)

_

CNJlBO

T he More We Know, T he MONe We Can Help.
The Privacy Act under Title 10, Sec tion 503,
50S. and 510 states that you do not have to
answer t he person al questions we have asked.
However . the mo r e we k n ow, t h e mo r e
accurately we can determine your qualificaL~~~r Na.2. Offi~Pro~~ _ _ -.J

I
I

I
I
~
I
r

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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(Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

Answers

Puzzle

student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
cl.unnlilUli_AC: t
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Gone But Not Forgotten
I

It has been fifteen years since

the notorious name switch. The
revelation to some was awkward. Students found themselves going to the UniverSity of
Missouri At Rolla. All along,
they had thought it was the
Missouri School of Mines.
That's what all the rubber

for
they will . eventually
graduate.
It was and is a Student Union;
despite the administrative
takeover, that is the name on
the bronze plaque. From the
day it opened its doors in 1960, it
was the Student Union. Nor a
University
Center
West.

Comments
Thursday, February 14, 1980
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stamps a school to which they
hadn't even applied. However,
their parents had tried to get rid
of them before; so, it wasn't so
strange. Then as now, the
reaction spectrum was typical
of student concern. Outraged
seniors with ropes and visions
of neck-tie parties roamed the
quad looking for curators.
Others, less enthusiastically
asked: Whatis a Rolla?

"I ..

Hili
II'II'"

University
administrators
are a lot like governments.
They can do anything to anyone
so long as it is done slowly and
when no one is looking. And it
did start slowly. September 1965
was a time of bewilderment.
The school seal was still an iron
wheel with a crossed hammers,
but the legend now read
University of Missouri At
Rolla. Even so, the unfashionable, the old remained.
The capstones of Fulton Hall
and J ackling gym retained
their iron wheels. The terrazzo
floor of the EE building still had
its iron wheel. The ballroom of
the Student Union flaunted its
six foot seal. Iron wheels and
MSM lived on. Perhaps a ploy;
placate the upper calssmen now

Besides, "Stud U" is easier to
say .
In 1966, when Jackling gym
fell, the iron wheel capstone
was entrusted to the care of the
universitx until the new gym
was built. The student body was
duly outraged when the at iron
wheel was found sitting in the
campus junk yard. Another
university promise forgotten.
The capstone does now reside
by the gym. 1967 was a year
when Parker Hall still housed
the library, and there was talk
of an addition to the Student
Union. Those poor freshmen of
1965 were due to be confused
again in 1968. They found
themselves
attending
the
University of Missouri Dash
Rolla. Still, the student union
had its MSM iron wheel. Since
all the dances and activities
were held in the Student Union
ballroom, the traditional seal
remained in the hearts and
minds - MSM -iron wheel. To
visitors,
98
years
of
accomplishment and heritage
could be imparted in one glance
at that simplistic disign.
By

1974,

the

insidious

"columbia crowd" had edged
their way into all the symbols.
The Rollamo now carried the
Columbia seal. Even the
buildings were not spared by
the zealots of change. The new
buildings
showed
their
Columbia origin and seal.
Sometime, between 1974 and
1975, the Student Union seal
was altered. The iron wheel
stayed, but MSM was gone.
University of Missouri Dash
Rolla now surrounded that iron
wheel. The hybrid seal was
created. Was it to stay that
way?

quilting bees, short courses and
other profit producing extravaganzas are held in the
ballroom. It's also too difficult
to explain llO years of heritage
behind that iron wheel. -They
don't need students in there.
After all, it's not a Student
Union
anymore!
It's
a
University Center.

True to form, the university
can do whatever it wants when no one is looking! Between the start of Christmas
break 1979 and New Year 's, the
hybrid seal and the iron wheel
were eliminated. It's just not
there anymore. Is this the start
of a systematic campaign? Can
we expect to hear the still of the
night broken by the sound of
chisels attacking the floor of the
EE building, the roof of Fulton
Hall and the entrance to Norwood Hall?

All alumni die. When they do,
any administration worthy of
the name - Bureaucracy will eliminate those unsightly
class gifts. Take 1924 for
example. You don't see those
old benches around anymore!
They were only a gift from a
graduating class. Benches with rea~ backs to them - you
could lean back and relax. Cold
granite slabs are better for you.
The new lamps are probably
more .efficient than the old ones
- more efficient when they
work that is. What class
donated the lamps anyway?
Soon, I expect the sundial in

I am Upset. I don't like the
obliteration of that symbol.
Perhaps other alumni won't like
it. The deed is done however,
and only suggestions to right
the wrong have credence. But
the wrongs are many.

To be sure, and explanation is
always available: numerous
conferences,
luncheons,

front of Norwood to disappear.
(Class of 1916) The gnomon
hasn't been replaced since 1961.
Everyone knows a sundial can't
function without its gnomon!
"To be ignorant of the pl\st is
to remain a child" Cicero. The
students here in Rolla should
not be deprived of his heritage.
I urge the Student council to
adopt a resolution calling for
the creation of a new MSM-iron
wheel seal. Perhaps both seals :
the MSM-iron wheel seal and
the Columbia seal, could be
placed side by side. A number
of sites exist in the library, the
University Center and the
Student Union suitable for a
display of the past. I urge
students to voice their opinions
on this matter to the Chancellor
during his open door period.
These are the outraged cries
of a student against an insensitive bureaucracy ; they are
also the reflective ramblings of
an old alumnus returning to
Rolla after many years - for I
am both.
Frank Minden

Frisbee For Credit?
ByG.B.TENNYSON
Dr. Tennyson Is a Professor
of English at the University of
California, Los Angeles, and
former editor of the prestigious
19th Century Fiction.
I

The follies of American
higher education have been
chronicled so often and so well
by so many that any attempt to
add to the litany must seem
supererogatory. Who has not

heard of college credit courses
in subjects like babysitting or
chalkboard writing? Thus a
recent newspaper story to the
effect that at California's
Sonoma
State
University
college credit could be gained in
Frisbee-tossing made no great
splash. Nor do I offer it here as
the supreme instance of timewasting and misdirection in
American education, though it
certainly is an instance. But
what makes it a special case is
that it may have the distinction
of being the only such boondoggle course ever to have been
vigorously defended in print by
a university president.
For the most part, when an
inquiring eye - say that of the
ever-watchful,
ever-witty
Russell Kirk in countless books
and articles and most recently
in Decadence and Renewal in
the Higher Learning - prises
out of a catalogue and holds
forth for our inspection some
particularly egregious example
of academic confusion the
actual perpetrators of the
enormity remain silent and
hope the annoyance will go
away . If they speak out, it is
probably to denounce their
exposers
as enemies
of
education,
elitists,
faultfinders , nit-pickers, etc. But
generally the specific instance
(hJt was singled out is not
defended as such. It is usually
argued that it was taken out of
context, that after all Team
Babysitting 113 is but one of
many practical courses in the

program leading to a degree in
Household Management and
that
many
other
more
academically
demanding
courses (Usually unspecified )
give intellectual substance to
the whole undertaking.
But no more. We now have in
print a defense of nothing less
than Frisbee-tossing by nothing
less than the president of the
very institution in which such a
course is offered. This incredible piece of work appeared
in the Sunday Los Angeles
Times under the title "Future
Shock Arrives in Academia on a Frisbee." The author is one
Peter Diamandopoulos, who is
identified at the end of the article as president of Sonoma
State University. President yet.
Mind boggling.
According to the Diamandopoulos account, the first
uncovering of the Frisbee flap
at Sonoma State came from a
Sand Francisco newspaper
columnist but gained real attention when it was picked up
by
Walter Cronkite and
broadcast on the evening news.
Diamandopoulos argues that at
least twenty "major universities and colleges" in the
nation also offer courses in
Frisbee, but because his institution was Singled out, he will
undertake to defend the offering. And so he does.
The Diamandopoulos defense
(Continued on Page 9)
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Snow

Snow

Snow
The snow has finally came.
I'm glad, because this season
wouldn't be the same without it.
Even as I sit here, writing, it is
falling, falling equally on both
those rich and destitute, poetic
and hardened.
It is so peaceful; to sit and
bear the snowflakes softly
whisper against the window ; I
think there is nothing I would
rather do. The flakes fall like
tiny parachutists, they cascade
to the ground, and are lost.
They form a layer like tiny
bubbles, like ... , like .., yes, like
beer. Beer floating down from
the sky. Beer swilling to the
ground, beer, beer, everywhere
beer! What are you waiting for,
man, party!

______________

By RAY LUECHTEFELD
Now that draft registration is
starting up again it behooves us
to attempt to think of new and
innovative methods of dodging
the draft, so that, when it is
reinstituted we will be ready to
bravely cringe from 'the call to
arms. Throughout the millenia
there have been countless tried
and true methods for avoiding
military conscription. (Well,
tried at least, maybe not true. )
These methods have been
grouped in several categories
which I offer, in the hope that
from them you can build your
own personal plan of military
avoidance.
First, of course, is the plan for
failing
the
physical
examination
necessary to
admit you into the army. If you
are blessed with an ability to,
through contortions, lower your
height to 3 feet 2 inches, or you
weight
well
573
lbs.,
congratulations are in order;
you've made it! But if you wish
to try this approach and do not
have these qualifications, I
would suggest either yoga andor making your lunch with lead
pellets.
Do not despair,
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Love Is friendsbip that has caught fire. It •
,'Is quiet understanding, mutual confidence, :
./sharing and forgiving. It Is loyalty through •
good and bad times. It settles for less than •
perfection and makes allowances for:
human weaknesses.
•
Love Is content with the present, it hopes •
for the future, and it doesn't brood over the :
past. It's the day-in and day-out chrOnicle of •
lrrltations, problems, compromises, small:
disappointments, big victories and working.
toward common goals.
•
If you have love in your life, it can make:
up for a great many tblngs you lack. If you.
don't have it, no matter what else there Is,.
it's not enough.
•

:

•
•

:
•
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:
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however, if you do not wish to go
to such extremes. You can still
flunk (pass) this examination
by either the "lame leg" trick
or the " blindness parody."
Unfortunately, with these ap-·
proaches there are so many
ways of finding you out that you
can only fool them if you're an
accomplished actor (which, in
the previous sentence, I had
assumed you were).
Nonetheless, a determined
draft dodger cali still gain his or
her freedom through the court
system. If, for instance, you are
able to prove that your family
owns a 5,()()() acre farm and that
your father's an epileptic, your
mother's insane, both of your
younger sisters have been
convicted as murderers, and
your only brother is in bed witll
a toothache, you may be
allowed to stay home to
maintain
your
family's
livelihood. Or, one of the more
famous lines of attack on the
draft problem I have termed
the Klinger Approach. This
method consists of getting a
"section 8" before induction
and is achieved by staring
steadily at cracks in the wall for
hours on end and just going

Carter Provokes Student Protest _ _ __
Initial student reaction to
President Carter's request for
S10 million to reinstitute
military registration of some 15
million
\8-to-26-year-old
Americans seems to be only
slightly negative, despite- expectations that registration
would ignite a huge resistance
movement.
Anti-draft
organizers,
however,
are
confident the spontaneous
campus protests that have

..
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broken out since the President's
Jan. 23 proposal will eventually
grow into a sustained antiregistration movement.
An ASSOCiated Press-NBC
poll taken just after Carter's
State of the Union address
showed that most (78 percent>
Americans
favored
registration, but that a majority
(55 percent> of the 18-to-24-yearold people surveyed opposed it.
A number of informal,

largely-unscientific
stUdent
polls by campus newspapers
did find widespread support for
registration and even for a
renewed draft.
Ohio State's phone survey
discovered 67 percent in favor
of registration, while 64 percent
of the students at Marshall
University supported it. At the
University of Texas, the Dally
Texan found the most popular
joke around campus had two

students agreeing to meet at
fall registration at UT, but
missing each other because one
had assumed the other had
meant the University of
Toronto. Nevertheless, ' the
paper found " a mixed if not
midly favorable reaction to the
registration proposal" on the
Austin campus.
"A substantial majority" of
students interviewed by the
(Continued on Page 8)

generally bonkers. After attaining your grandiglorious
end, though, it is rather hard to
find an employer willing to risk
you. Or, if you're a pacifist and
don't want to go to war on
principles, you ,may wish to
plead "conscientious objector,"
but this means you'll be wasting
away years of your life in a jail
cell or some dull make-work
job. So you probably wouldn't
want to do this since a simple
alternative remains ; bribe the
judge.
Now these last few ideas are
rather drastic, so you might not
want to try them unless you are
really dedicated. Probably the
first one you thought of was
fleeing
to
Canada.
Unfortunately President Carter
has talked with several
Canadian leaders and urged
them to stop this flight for
decency. Shame on you, Jimmy!
But,
nevertheless,
emigration to Canada would
probably mean a life of exile
from your home, friends, and
family . So, what to do? Well,
I've been talking with quite a
few people about this and have
gotten some rather imaginative
responses, such as: You could
amputate one of your limbs.
You could become president
yourself in the next election and
make peace with all the world
(or at least stop the draft) . Or,
finally you could choose one of
the equivalents of volunteering
early or suicide.
These are the options I bope I
have aided you in making your
decision about the draft. You
can try these singly or combine
them in a unique style of your
own. Or, perhaps you can
engineer your own alternative.
Be imaginative. Your own
future may well hang in the
balance.
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CIN (I~CORNER
IMe' generation
weakens family
by Jim Dalley
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Answers

Take a look at the latest statistics on the American
family.
Fifty million family members are harmed in some
way each year . Eight million children are physically
harmed . Two and one-half million persons live together
without the sanction of marriage. Fifty percent of all
children born today will live a significant portion of their
lives with only one parent. One out of two marriages end
in divorce. One-half of all married women and women
over 16 are working.
.
Such a profound change in our nation's most basic
social unit has brought ominous predictions from many
that the family will not last out the remaining 20 years
of the 20th century . And if it does, some say, the form
it takes will be almost unrecognizable.
One observer, Dr. Kenneth Chafin, author of ' Is
There a Family in the House?,' host of the syndicated
TV show 'Spring Street, U.S.A.' and a recent guest on
'The 700 Club Show,' agrees that the family is in dire
straights.
Changing lifestyles
"I don 't think there 's any doubt that the family is
under assault unparalled in history," Dr. Chafin said. "I
don't feel' I'm being paranoid about this either. There are
so many things that have changed in this generation's
lifestyle that it can't be denied.
"Our generation idealizes temporary goals instead
of the traditional permanent ones. We seem to feel all
we need to share is a bed instead of a life and we all
expect to be ·on the receiving end of things instead of
the giving. We are the 'me' generation."
He is also keenly aware of adverse forces at
work-most notably changing values on sex. "Today's
idea of sex is purely physical, " he said. "I was speaking
to a high school audience recently when a student asked
me why sex was so much of a hassle. He said when he
was hungry he went to McDonald's and when he wanted
sex, he found a girl who was willing.
"What we 've done is taken sex out of the biblical
perspective of relat ionship and commitment . We' ve put
the emphasis on performan ce and what we've got is sort
of a Mechanics Illustrated on sex."
Strong roots
Despite the effluvia of family woes, however, Chafin
does n0t predi ct the self-dest ruction of history 's most
stable unit. " I wa s watching the social critic Thomas
Wolfe being interviewed recently, " Chafin said, " and he
said he expected the pendulum to begin a swing back
to traditional values . He said that the whole thing of the
'70s was' breaking away from such values . He also said
that it isn 't working .
" All other inst itutions depend on the family unit for
its people. Family isn't ~epla ceable . It is a durable and
adaptable unit. "
Being a Christian helps although it doesn't ensure
immunity to difficulty. " If a man is a Christian and
neglects his fam il)! he will have t he same problems," Dr.
Chafin said . " But. a Christian famil y has an easier time
keeping his family together since he has the capacity t o
forgive and accept forgiveness . Most importantly, he has
the essential ingredient-unselfish love-and he is not
scared of commitment."
TV COMPUlOC SERVICES, INC.

RED TAG SALE

1/2
PRICE
On Groups of Coats, Jeans,
Shirts and Sweaters
Russell' s Tow n & College Shop 7 13 Pine · Ro llo. Mo . • 364-2323
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out~ceiving a

student's attention on tR.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Groundwoves
Here's what's happinin'

TONlTE 2-14: GDebs Request Show with a special presentation of a direct-todisc master of "Abby Road" by the Beatles at 7 p.m . Ideal reproduction conditions
are forecast.
Improvisations with Dave Strayhorn features at 12 midnight Art Blakeley "In
This Corner"
Sunday 2-17: On Blues for Rolla with Dr. D .' will be B.B. King "Live in Cook County
Jail" at 8 p.m .
Quadrajazz is Mark Forman. His feature album slated for midnite is Tim
Wiesberg "Listen To"
Monday 2-18 : The Rolling Bozo Revue brings you another old classic record album .
Alan Parsons "Tales of mystery and Imagination" Very Good!
Tuesday 2-19: NFCB at 1:30 p.m. The topic will be "Whatever Happened to John
Lennon?"
Artist feature will be brought to you by Tom Dooling. The featured artist will be
GENESIS.
Wednesday 2-20 : At 9:30 Ric Davis brings to your ears The Dirt Band "American
Band"
Then at 4 p.m . Unkl Dave brings you the finest in bluegrass and his feature
album "The Hutchinson Brothers"
On underground theatre at midnight, The latest and lastever from Little Feat
"Down on the Farm". Truley no small feat.
Thursday 2-21: Michael Stanley's "Greatest Hits" by the courtesy of Tom Dooling.
NFCB at 1:30p.m. the topic, "Guess Whats Coming for dinner"
See ya later campers, time to go play in the snow (sniff).
Kirb

Students Protest
(Continued from Page 17)
Cavalier Daily at the University
of
Virginia
supported
registration. It was 'a "slim
majority" at Fort Hays State
University in Kansas. Yet an
"overwhelming majority" of
Fort Hays students said they'd
serve if drafted.
There was a similar pattern
at the University of Oklahoma.
Sixty percent of the students
questioned favored a return of
the draft, not just registration.
A larger majority, however,
wanted the government to
provide a legal way. for them to
escape it; with 68 percent
favoring student deferments.
Failing a deferment system, 74
percent said they'd serve if
drafted.
Despite
the
sentiment
suggested by the informal polls,
students have been quick to
protest against the registration
proposal.
The largest demonstrations
during the first weeks of
reaction have been on the
coasts . The biggest reported
crowd was at Berkeley, where
around 2,000 gathered Jan. 25,
and about 400 have been
gathering almost daily since.
Stanford also hosted a large
anti-draft rally . There have
been smaller gatherings at
UCLA, V .C.-Santa Barbara,
and U.C.-San Diego, where
protesters
have
been
distributing
"C .O.
. (conscientious objector) cards. "
In the east, 1,000 marched at
H arvard . A tiny turnout at
Columbi a degenerated into a

shoving
match,
the
only
reported
violence
of
the
"movement" so far.
Countless
demonstrations
have been held between the
coasts as well. The crowds are
generally well under 500, but
there have been many incidents
at
Nicholls
State
in
Louisiana, at Rice, at Illinois, at
Cornell, and at the University of
Iowa, for example - in which
organizers had reserved rooms

too small to accommodate the
numbers of interested students.
The organizers themselves
are encouraged by the number
of students who have reacted so
quickly. They expect the
number to grow over time.
University
of
Michigan
assistant
history
professor
Norman Owen thinks they 're
probably right. " The turnout
(Continued on Page 16)

Come in and
celebrate the
,50s with A& W
Now through Feb. 18, we will celebrate by
having these specials...

Root Beer

~Coney Dogs

: 25¢

Thursday, Feb. 14_ _ SWEETHEART MEAL
Friday, Feb. 15
,CHUG A MUG
Saturday, Feb. 16
BOOTH CRAM
Rules for the above events are posted at
A&W , 1202 N . Bishop , Rolla , MO
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Frisbee
For Credit
Continued
By WAYNE SCHMIDT
On behalf of the st. Pat's
Board I would like to thank
everyone who bought a St. Pat's
Benefit Movie Ticket, and by
doing so helped support st.
Pat's. I hope that everyone that
went to the movie Tuesday
night enjoyed themselves. I
know I did -- just wish I knew
what expedient meant!

28pays

~

If anyone is interested in
seeing some of the St. Pat's
Trophies you can find a pretty
impressive array of them in
that showcase outside the St.
Pat's Ballroom in the Old
Student Union.
If anyone has any ,questions
about or suggestions for The
Celebration I'll be glad to hear
them, simply send them to me
care of the Miner Office, and I'll
see what I can do because just
like the rest of the St. Pat's
Board, I'm here to serve. And
remember no where else but
Rolla, Missouri.

(

Physics got you down?
Competent tutoring available
for physics, mathematics, and
basic chemistry. References,
reasonable rates. Call Dave,
364-1853.

How
the
tradition
of
Knighting in Alice got started?
In the beginning of "The
Celebration" the entire Senior
Class was knighted. But then
over the course of the years it
was decided that only a few
selected senior representatives
would be honored as Knights of
St. Patrick. St. Patrick then
decided that he would bring the
Blarney Stone with him each
year to allow each knight to kiss
it as he was knighted. But the
seniors were not satisfied with
having only a selected few
knighted. So through the years,
despite the efforts of St.
Patrick's Guards, the seniors
started dunking their heads in
the honey-like liquid in which
the Blarney Stone was cradled.
As time went on the sensation
grew and grew, their desire for
total fulfillment could no longer
be contained and finally it
climaxed: In 1965 the men to be
knighted dove headlong in the
green goo. The guards had to
pull the men from their
predicament and rinse each one
for it is said that if the Blarney
liquid passed through the skin it
will be taken up by the bloodstream and transported to the
brain where- it could drive a
man insane. And so it was, But
who asked?

J

in a Ocean front hotel on
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Parties and activities are
included as well as a round
trip party bus. Disney World
Option and a Drive n' Save
Package are also available.
For information call Steve
Fischer at 364-2622 or 364-9823.

Missoar~.i Miner<

To Support

Our Advertisers
and tell them where
you saw their ad.

(cl Public Research, Syndicated, 1980

(Continued from Page 6)

Did you know:

Classified

who will need no defenders for
their diversions."
So help me God, the foregoing
was actually written by a
college president and permitted
to Circulate in the pages of the
largest newspaper in the west.
At least con-artists can take
heart. Now, in addition to the

9

ones born every minute, there
are the hordes that are trained
to be that way by higher
education. The possibilities are
limitless: Advanced Hula Hoop,
Introductory Arm Wrestling,
Creative Chug-a-lug ...

is a positive Sacher Torte of
academic f1apdoodle. He accuses detractors of Frisbee of
being in the camp either of
those who think college
education is solely for the
professions or of those who
think it is "something broader
and subtler, but founded on
well-established strategies to
which
academia
should
adhere." I think this last
phraSing is educationese for
traditional learning, but no
matter. Both parties are wrong,
Diamandopoulos
argues:
"Higher education goes beyond
textbooks; there are neither
maps nor directional signs on
the frontiers of knowledge."
(But, it seems, there are
Frisbees on those frontiers. )
Nor does society itself inform
education of "its values and
priorities." Ergo, the "place of
Frisbee in higher education
must be viewed in the context of
higher education as a whole."
The old context argument, as
Agent 99 would say. Not to
mention the fact that the author
has just said that nobody can
know what higher education is.
Diamandopoulos then goes
into
several
paragraphs
presumably designed to set
forth the context of higher
education as a whole. Not a
great deal emerges from this
except
high-sounding
utterances
about
imparting
knowledge,
insuring equal
access, and fostering excellence. But he is prepared to
show how Frisbee contributed
to these aims. This in turn
requires several paragraphs of
what his students would
doubtless label b.s., but it
finally emerges that Frisbee is
a proper part of the curriculum
because it is a game, a sport. It
is both "esthetically and
physically challenging." Nay,
more:
"Spontaneity,
versatility, deftness, observational
powers, self-control, patience,
persistence, self-reliance, and
the laws of dynamics all seem
to be essential as well for hideand-seek, or Monopoly, or
successful bank robbery. Except possibly for that bit about
the laws of dynamics. So,
perhaps Frisbee students at
Sonoma State pass finals on the
laws of dynamics (sample
question: does a Frisbee sail
better against or with the
wind?)
Diamandopoulos concludes
by arguing that the real issue is
the general hostility of the
world toward "new talent,
ideas, and initiatives." Shades
of Galileo! But Sonoma State
will not have its Frisbee hand
stayed, for "by educating
students to keep their spirit,
their will, their intelligence and
their pride skillfully alive, while
always serious," this beacon of
learning "is preparing a
generation of creative beings

Book Review

Beveridge's Ozarks
-, By LINDA PONZER
This book, attempts to answer
the many questions that arise
about the Ozarks, such as:
"What are the Ozarks?"
"Are they the oldest mountains in the United States?"
"Are they really mountains?"
This book is also "the issue of
an uncontrollable desire to talk

about the adopted homeland of
one with a DeKalb County, Ill.
farm background who came to
the Ozarks in 1939." Tom
Beveridge came to the Rolla
School of Mines in 1939, and did
indeed fall in love with the
Ozarks.
That love for this area is
(Continued on Page 10) .

DRAGONDRUMS
~i1~
t,,~

$2.25
BANTAM

,Forum Plaza 364-5432 Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.

St Pat's

CJ.) [9[f[f~
On Sale In lbe student UDioo.

Stocking Caps-3.s0
Sweatsh i rts-6. 00
Hats-3.s0 Mugs-3.00
Flying Discs-l .50
Garters-.7s
Buttons-.sO
Bumperstickers-.2s
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(Continued From Page 19)
equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices . Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

Answers

Puzzle
Page 10

Ozarks
(Continued from Page 9)
evidenced in his long-standing
concentration on the Ozarks in
talks, lectures and in his life.
His book, " Tom Beveridge's
Ozarks"
is
published
posthumously by his, as ~e
called her, lotus blossom,
Nancy Beveridge. In the introduction to this book the
comment is made on how
reflective of the author's personality the following chapters

located in the Forum Shopping
Center.
What
is
Love?
The
theologian, parent, teenager,
and bird-dog enthusiast would
probably all give different
answers.
Likewise,
the
geologist,
sociologist,
economist, and agronomist
would probably give different
answers if asked "What are the
Ozarks?"
A definition of the Ozarks
necessarily involves geologic,
topographic,
ethnic,
and

cnmnJ i £l:lJA~ t

ornhlAln -hI I t
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MISSOURI MINER
were . They truly are!!! While
reading this book, I could see
Mr. Beveridge vividly alive and
his jovial self. It was as if
magically these words brought
him back to me. That is how
real and sincere the book is.
Much of the book was adopted
from a talk on the Ozarks, given
to organizations and groups at
UMR, in Phelps County, and in
many parts of this state.
Following is Chapter Two of
Tom 's Book. Just a sample of
writing.
Copies
are
his
available from Books-n-Things,

student 's attention on tb!! part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

cultural criteria as a minimum.
No single characteristic makes
the area unique. One other
area,
the
Southern
Appalachians, is similar in many
respects,
but
differs
geologically
and
topographically.
Before
discussing
the
characteristics, a quick mention of the geographic boundaries of the Ozarks as a whole
is in order. The boundaries are
debatable and thus will be given
further attention after we have
had the
of a more

personal acquaintance with the
area. As shown on the map, the
Ozarks include the Boston
Mountains of Arkansas and thus
extend from the Missouri River
to the Arkansas River. The
question of the western boundary in Missouri and the
southern boundary in Arkansas
(do
the
Ozarks
include
Springfield, Missouri, and the
Quachita
Mountains
of
Arkansas?) should be debated
in the spring when the blood has
thinned and the hide thickened.

AN INVITATION TO
DISCUSS YOUR CAREER IN

COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
WITH PG&E
i :ii

II''"I'

If you are planning a career in computer applications, consider the opportunities
at PG&E. We are one of the nation's largest utilities, an acknovvledged
leader in the computer applications field. We offer a vvide range of
challenging assignments in areas such as:

Data Base Management
Business, Engineering, and Scientific Applications Programming
Data Communications
Management Information Systems
Systems Programming and Computer System Development
Energy and Environmental Systems Analysis
Mini/Microcomputer Applications
HardW'are Performance Evaluation
If you are graduating vvith a bachelors or advanced degree in:

Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Operations Research
Business Administration
Applied Mathematics or Statistics
Economics
and have a strong computer-related
background vve invite you to find out
more about us. Make an appointment to talk vvith us
at the Placement Office. We'll be on your campus

February 21, 1980

PG~dE
San Francisco, Calitornia
an Equal Opportunity Employer-men and \Nomen
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Valentine's Day Personals
Tbe foUow1q Items were
coatrlbuted by aDOOYJDOUI
students 8Dd do DOt reOeet tbe
feel1Dp of tbe MINER Staff.
Tberefore, we accept DO
respoasIbWty. In many cues,
comments of an extremely
obIc:ene nature were elther
deleted or made leu per8OII8l.
Dear Beth,
Roses are red, violets are
blue, in one hundred days, I'll
be married to you.
Love Rex
Trish the dish Happy Valentine's
Day! from 230.
Rod Steward, Happy Valentine's
Day (sure hope you read this!)
Love, Donna.
Mike Heinze - If you only knew
... Happy Valentine's Day!
Stoney, you do too look like my
brother! Happy Valentine's Day!
Rob OX, Happy Valentine's
Day! Love and Kisses and don 't
forget Ll.B .
To the guy with the eyes, Happy
Valentine's Day from your
mystery caller.
Bod, I'm glad you're not
engaged
anymore.
Happy
Valentine's Day . D.M.
Moe and Sandy Happy
Valentine's Day from your
favorlteT .1. and Red.
Rock, Happy Valentine's Day!
Red
Dumpelkamp
Happy
Valentine's Day from your Little
Sister.
Ber'mel - Happy Valentine's
Day! The Kid.
Dear Dane: You are full of
balloons! Happy Valentine's Day!
To Tim, My number one Sig Tau,
ABUSE ME!! ABUSE ME!!

Happy
Valentine's
Day
Desperado!
Happy Valentine's Day to two
crazy shorties - from the girls
next door!
1. A belpful hint for the .men of
Rolla .. .Remember Popcorn works
but pretzels. show. and Board Rep .
Jackets don·t.
2. King Low, we hope you get your
lowest on Valentine's Day.
3. To the Watts Drive gang, you
illuminate our lives. Four gorgeous
Babes.
4. To an enormous Brussels
Sprout!! I hope you have a very
mashed potatoes Valentine's Day.
One swinging Babe.
5. Jennifer ' O·Toole. Have a
romantic V.D. weekend with the big
B.W.
6. We likely Tikey for St. Pat's
Queen . Sponsored by the We Like
Tike Committee.
7. Hi Lush! From the gang.
S.

9. I have nothing to say this year.
10. B.C.P . I L·O·V·E you!! From
your sweetheart.
II. To 0 of C.S. and the men of
Beta Sig, Happy Valentine's Day!
(and Thanx) Love, your Little
Sisters.
12. To Jim, Keep on Smilin'. Love
D.O.
.
13. To Crispy 'Fritters, Lets get
friendly! Love 0-3.
14. To CK. Get your homework
done before this weekend because
this weekend your my Valentine.
Love ya! Jugs.
15. To J .A. We're fond of you! S, F
leR.

16. To Iowa cornshucker. From
Kentucky sunshine. Love ya!
17. To the Baptist who wears
colored underwear. Happy Valentine's Day!

Bpuno's
80 Winter Olympics
Big Screen T.V.

Banquet Facilities Available
Dancing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9:30 to 1:00

341-211 0

IS. To 6' 3'1. " Dave - Sorry I fell
asleep on our first date. You're
really not that boring. Happy
Valentine's Day. Signed sleepy.
19. To Larry I met in the Library
and has Logic the hour after I do,
glad I met you.
20. Looking for female Valentines.
Call 364-3856.
21. Ter, M-M-M-M-M. Mikey .
22. John V. you are a big jerk. The
guys from 5.
23. Hey Jack! Mary would be a
great St. Pat's Queen!
24. Mr. Baby-Board Rep. (from PI
Kappa Theta) where were you on
Saturday morning, 11 o'clock. It was
cold between Chi-o and Lambda
Chi. How about next week same
time, same place. BE THERE!
Signed Les.
25. Ray Is a regular Can-a-soda.
26.
27. 5th fioor crazies think Jean Is a
fox .
28. To 6'2" , t95 Ibs., blond hair,
green eyes. Thanks for coming back
to Rolla. B.
29. Mary - I didn't try the popcorn, I don't like pretzels, my pen
doesn't write in show and my
roommate is white. What'll I do
now? Any hints? Happy Valentine's
Day, Mary (Lisa? ). Signed Clyde.
30. Mark, thanks lor coming down .
Happy Valentine's Day! Sue.
31. RKA, Love is ... wishing you a
Happy Valentine's Day in a
newspaper hot off the press. JC in
NEMO.
32. Terri - Rolla awaits you.
Welcome! Sue.
33. Brenda, Only you would have
thought of a rhubard pie !
34. Joy Group-Happy Valentine's
Day to all!
35. Dearest Prospect. I'm waiting
for you. Hint No. I Your in three of
my classes. Hint No. 2 You have
gorgeous eyes. Hint No. 3 I fell on the
ice last time I saw you. Till then,
your secret admirer.
36. Jimmy, BEEP-BEEP-BEEP,
Terri.
37. Cumquat of Desire: You Know
What?
38. Hmmph ! signed JJ Ie MR. So
what Bob? !
39. RA's make the best lovers.
Signed the RA.
40. Sweet M.W. from 208.
41. Diana W. 1 ·-- it baby. BarryBarry.
42. To the good-looking, brown·
haired male with the unique hat who
was at Kappa Sig's party last
weekend : We want your body. Land
C.

Missoar<i MineR
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43. Terri-Bear, I like the view.
MlchaelD.
44. Patty, It saddens me that this
Valentine's Day won't be as good as
last year's. Bul you can't out do
perfection.
45. Robidou, Happy Valentine's
Day,LuvBiIi.
46.
47. Yummy Buns. Are your
Yummy 8uns as Yummy as people
say?
48.
49. Barb, there is a room available
on the 5th noor.
SO. Bobby V., we think you're a
great guy. 5th.
51. To the Ayotallah KIiomenl Job well done! Signed A. Hitler.
52. To all of the T.A.M . 's: Roses
are red, Violets are blue, A Happy
Valentine's Day to all of you. From
53. To the person I belong to ... (for
good) , come back here and let It
now. Aristotle may call It excess but
I call It super. Miss Y.
54. Good luck at Mardi Gras! A
very loyal rugby fan.
55. Pa, You're the love ot my lite,
Loveya,Ma.
56. Mike H. can't teU shit from
Shlnola.

57. Play it again, Doug!!!
58. Jim, you lucky fool, you'll be
getting the whip this Valentine's
weekend.
59. The girls in 240 should close
their curtains more often.
60. Jim S. Do you know where your
woman is tonight?
61. Roses are Red, Violets are tan.
Happy Valentine's Day Donna from
Ken Roseman.
62. Clyde - Sorry, I burnt your
finger, Puss.
63. M. where did you ever learn
that technique?
64. Go for the red satin sheets! ! !
65. Mary, you party animal!!
From one of the same species.
66. Lush, have a mountonlous
Valentine's Day.
67. Bill W., Is what they say about
colored underwear really true?
68. P.A .F . - If I said I LOVE YOU
- would you stop saying no!!
69. I'm waiting for you to kiss me
allover and over again!
70. You still make me smile J .A.L.
71. Carol I'll bring the whips don'tforget the GRAPES!
72.
73. To· the guy with those biceps.
You know who you are. Have a
Happy Valentine's Day.
74. Stone - This message written
under threat of my sanity, so to
preserve the crazed state of mind I
still possess, save the bottle in the
window for me. Happy Valentine's
Day.
75. I love red satin sheets. Let's
put them to use. That special
someone.
76. Sorry lover endulged. New
Year's resolutions start tomorrow.
Your favorite Pioneer.
77. To sweets, I really like you
alot. Hubby .
7S. DWH - you're a little too old.

79. Wankum, Why'd you stand me
up?
SO. To the brothers of Kappa Alpha
Psi Happy Valentine's Day to each
and everyone of you : Roses are Red,
Violets are blue. But you're nobody
unless your a nupe. Signed a secret
admirer.
SI. Clyde - I hear Kroger has a
sale on popcorn! M.
82.
83. Lisa - Want to see my laundry?
84. Tye - Thanks for the won·
derful tlme on first noor. Signed
Tammy.
85. Good luck, SHaw.
86. But where did you sleep, Barb?
87. Joe lei's see some happy feet .
88. Sponge-how about a ... Pass
Out. .. weekend?
89. Lush and Fish - UMR coeds at
their best... The skies the limit kIds!
90. Happy Valentine's Day to Dog
Rugs. I've got your number.
91. Fast Fred, you owe me a case
signed Lush.
92. Gary No. 45 - When are you
going to learn how to play basket·
ball?
93. Teri, 49-SOJLY. Greg.
94. Johnny in 739, I'll bet you have
been waiting aU the time to find out
who that special person was. Guess
who23SJ.F.
95. Joe, You're so sweet. We wish
we would get nowers too. Signed the
girls from TJ .
96. Dear Denise I think I love the
world. Mad Dog 633.
97. Dear Bogart, Happy Valentine's Day! Pricilla.
98. What's the Deal?
99. Marty one's an obsession two's
normal and three's crazy also
remember you were once a prospect

too.
(Continued on Page 18)

ENGINEERING &
TECHNOLOGY

STUDENTS

On Campus Interviews!
Foster Wh_ler Energy Corporation II a leading
engln_rlng and construction firm lervlng the
petrochemical and related Industrlel nation wide.
Our Houston Engln_rlng Center will have
reprelentatlvel on campul Tuelday. February 26.
to conduct Interviewl for engln_rlng and design
polltlonl. If you will be graduating In May In
Chemical. Electrical . Mechanical. or Civil
Engln_rlng. or In Engln_rlng Dellgn
Technology. Ilgn up at the Placement OHlce on
February II to arrange for an Interview.

We would like to discuss the opportunities Foster Wh . .ler and Houston can
oHer you.

P~~~~~7Gn
.-WI
An Equal Opportunity Employer " IF
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out ! Receiving a

student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
Cl\Jn.I)li.fl.':u~c;:

thc:t. nroblA_Dl
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Koenig's Kraziness

YouWrife A Headline For This
about Napoleon, and they
always take it the wrong way ."
Norman Kagon
No way, the only person I
know of th9
d apply to you
0001.

By BOB KOENIG

Let's see it's 5: 17 p.m.
Monday and this opus is due at
9 :00 p.m. I just had a big test
this afternoon, I've got a report
Ihot I
typed, a test coming u
~
.
mote time and if
nesday in a c i a '
~
~~\ - work
I
week be . .
Ip~r.tph four pages from
haven'
.
I
~ \..\-.m y old thermo notebook. Now
to wr
"':II .~kl) that' s more like it! !
bread.
h'!L.€, P<Iii
that
" I can't understand it. I can't
correspon~~ course say
even understand the people who
about ideas? Hum, the glossary
understand it."
Queen Juliana
iceman, ichneumon fly,
of the Netherlands
ichnology, id, Idea : collect,
cultivate,
decide,
growth,
Gee Wilikers Batman! These
correspondence courses really
justify, kill, got It. Lack : See
work (I think I'll enroll in that
Plagiarize p. 15 through p. 172.
one on how to become an
Here we are p. 107. "If you lack
Electrical Engineer and meet
sufficient time to research
girls!!) . To work ; what does
other's material, try the everthat quote remind me of .. . sure
popular build a story around a
- The Miner. No I don't mean
quotation trick." Great! Now
the current staff and writers,
the old reliable book of "Not
they're as easy to understand as
Too Familiar Quotations" (no
athlete's foot, but two or three
writer should be without that
years ago when I first got the
one>. Think I'll try the old open
notion of writing for this bunch I
book, close eyes and point
attended a meeting and boy, oh
method. Let's see, what?
boy! , was that different.
"Never trust short guys their mothers always tell them

j jet! ,
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PRATT &WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP
A division of

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

will be

ON

CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 27,1980
to interview candidates
for attractive opportunities
in HIGH TECHNOLOGY
Consult your Placement Office
for degree and field of study
requirements

Striding in the door in a
News Editor (and you thought Romona rose slowly to his -feet
confident manner I slid along the 3:50 mile was a feat. Try the bowed stiffly towards the editor
the wall until I reached a point old $1.64 sentence on for size) .
and began to explain the
where I could see that the
I was to be allowed time for situation. "Since I took over the
people gathered there were only these few brief ob- post of advertising director
divided into two groups. The servations before the meeting sales of advertising space have
first and largest group which got underway. At this time the gone up 250% and we are now
included myself were bunched meeting began with several charging seven times the ad
together on one half of the room ritual genuflections toward the rate we were two years ago.
faCing towards the front where editors (under today's liberal This advertising growth has
the other group comprised of regime we just bow a few
been made possible by a growth
five men and one woman were times) and the saying of a short in our number of subscribers
seated behind a long table. The blood oath.
After these from 59 to 14,972. These subonly individual seated at the preliminaries the Editor stood scribers were obtained, as you
table that I recognized was and asked that the doors be know, by automatically giving
Romona Spagallinea. I'm not at locked and
each and every graduating
all sure how to pronounce his
senior a free subscription to the
name, but I did try my hand (or
Miner. What we do is place the
mouth as the case may be) at it
members of each graduating
in an Italian restaurant onc:llIf-.
class on the list and then send
leaped them this simple five page
address
and
information
lIlli.'I!!.'UlU shouted, "We can
tomato sa c
. II01ut11erale the current state of booklet to be filled out in
Anyway
1 vW
any longer. Something Swahili and returned before we
well an
~'t (ilIEn has to be done and done fast or start mailing out their
trying t
rd '
as he we're through!!" This started
newspaper. Unfortunately we
possessed
r abrasive everyone talking at once and
have received only three
personality. e was always the editor had to pound on the
completed booklets so far.
complaining about his family table several times hard before
Regardless the fact that every
and saying hOw unfair it was he could be heard. "Gentlemen
member of the last several
that he wasn't allowed into the as you all know we are in a bad
graduating classes (as well as ·
business just because he was situation, but we must be calm
the preceding 45 years of
his father's eighth son. Romona and study the situation until we
alumni who were awarded
could run on for hours about arrive at a course of action. I
subscriptions) has allowed the
how he could do just as good as for one suggest that we start
advertising staff to attract
those
" big,
empty-headed with the advertising report in
large numbers of companies
louts." All I have to say is that order to see how we've been
(Continued on Page 16 )
I'd met three members of his hurt in that department. ..
family and they seemed like
wonderful gentlemen (in the old
world sense of the word >. I ran
into his father and two uncles in
the hall while they were waiting
for Romona to get back from
class, and they introduced
themselves.
Funny
thing
though all three of them were
named Don something or
another. You'd think having
three sons named Don would
have really confused their
mother and father. Anyway
Romona was the Advertising
Director of the paper.
Bukk Regal
AMC Spirit
Let's see, I left us all standing
V-6 Economy
facing the "editorial comlimited liftback
mittee." The board was com20 City / 27 Hwy .
prised of (left to right> : the girl,
who turned out to be the
business manager (she had the
last
minutes
from
the
meeting) ; Romona ; some guy
in a canary yellow pants suit
with flowers in his hair (turned
Olds Cutlass
out he was the features editor) ;
V-6 Economy
another fellow in long flowing
20 City/27 Hwy.
robes with a hood and oriental
Jeep CJ-7
sleeves who was in real life aRenegade
not-so-mild-mannered editor ; a
guy with a crew cut and a pencil
BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!
behind both ears who was the
Managing Editor ; someone
absorbed in crushing steel soda
SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing
cans in a variety . of ways
especially designed for UMR graduates .
(between his forehead and the
table, in his armpit, etc.) who
edited sports; and a lean
hungry-looking man who was

M' '''' -.,Io,

o

H
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dl~m~

CanWeBuild
OneForYoiJ??

BUY ONE AND SAVE

364·7428

Schweiss
Motor Co., Inc.

Mon .-6:30 p .m .
Thurs .-6:30 p.m .
Saturday -Afternoons

Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, Mo .
Open 8 10 7 Sat . till 4 p.m .

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
An Equal Opportunity Em ploye r

g
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TECHNOLOGIES
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"Miss Epsilon Psi"
The Brothers of Alpha Phi
Alpha Frat. Inc., EpSilon Psi
chapter, are proud to announce
the Miss Epsilon Psi contest.
This is the first time that the
contest will be held on such a
mammoth scale. The contest
will begin Feb. 15 and conclude
on March 15. The candidates
hail from seven major cities

located in Missouri. The purpose of the contest is to choose
the most dynamic and industrious young woman from
these cities. Because of the
indisputable beauty possessed
by the candidates, beauty will
not be a controlling factor in the
selection. The candidates will
be judged upon four points : 1)

It Happened Here ...
50 years ago tbls week

.'
A.S.M.E . applies to National Organlzatlon for approval to open
local branch of that organization at MSM .

25 years ago tbls week

.
Paul E . Ponder appointed Assistant Registrar effective July
1st.
15 years ago tbls week

Talent '66, television show to audition MSM students.

Concern for general public, 2)
Concern for the Brothers of
Alpha Phi Alpha, 3 ) Contributions to the Fraternity
functions , 4 ) Vote sales.
Two of the candidates are
UMR coeds : Miss Maria
Holmes, soph. , M.E . major;
Miss Joan Montague, Fresh.,
C.M .P . Sc . Major. In order to
aide the candidates here at
UMR we would like to encourage your assistance in
aiding these candidates with
their vote sales. The candidates
will be accepting donations of 25
cent-vote; each donation to
serve- as a vote toward their
possible election. These votes
will be tallied at the end of the
contest to determine the Queen.
We would like to acknowledge
our respect for and pride in
having these ladies as our
candidates.

5 years ago tbls week
University begins lopking into feasibility of a Book store.

SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364·5581

The Intel Notebook'
Careers and Technology at Intel

Man Sweeping Snow •.•
Artist Unknown.

.:30a,m: to9:30p.m , Mon. -Sat ,;2-9 p.m .Sun .

The Microelectronics Revolutionand how you can be part of it.
See us on campus February 21 Be. 22.
Intel is the acknowledged leader in four
major product areas: semiconductor
memori es. microprocessors, microcomputer systems, and memory systems.
And we're extending our leadership
into data-base management.
We have career opportunities available
at any of our four great locations- California, Oregon, Arizona, or Texas -in :

o
o

Engineering-design,
manufacturing, and fabrication
development
Technical Marketing

If you want to be part of the emerging
microelectronics revolution , and are
about to receive a degree in engineering ,
computer science, solid-state physics,
chemical engineering or material science,
we'd like to talk with you. If you haven 't
already signed up to see us, feel free
to leave your resume with one of our
representatives during our visit or write
to any of our locations:

California
Intel College Relations
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Oregon
Intel College Relations
3585 S.W 198th Avenue
Aloha, OR 97005

MisSOCARi MineR

Arizona
Intel College Relations
6401 W Williams Field Road
Chandler, AZ 85224
Texas
Intel MRI/Coll ege Relations
12675 Research Boulevard
Austin, TX 78759
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.
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work that one out! Receiving a
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student's attention on tile part
where the error came m. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Direct Response Advertising

Junk Mait - Just Keeps, Coming
By DAVID BILL
ReprIDted by CCRS wltb permJakm of the IIl1DoIa Stale

1" ,,\

ijli~

II"!I!"

University Dally Vldette
They never seem to stop.
All those pieces of mail
seeking new members, selling
insurance policies or soliciting
magazine subscriptions, they
just keep coming.
While commonly referred to
as "junk mail," in the business
it is termed "direct response
advertising. "And it turns out to
be a major industry in itself.
Consider these facts:
- One marketing firm in a St.
Louis suburb sells up to 3.5
million names of college
students for direct advertisfng
companies.
- Direct marketing ranks
behind only television and
newspapers in sales.
- Over $83 billion a year is
spent on this type of ad·
vertising.
So how do all those names get
on all those pieces of mail?
It all starts with a company
such as Marketing Development Corp. in Hazelwood, Mo.
Hal Murray, vice president of
Marketing Development, said
his company carries a list of
over 3.5 million names of
college students which they will
sell to firms such as Newsweek
and Sears Roebuck and Co.
What they do is contact over
1,000 schools across the country
and request a student directory
or computer listing and compile

all those names with as many
demographic breakdowns as
they can.
Which brings up the question
of whether Illinois State Sells
students' names in the open
marketplace.
Not so, says Richard Godfrey,
ISU director of public affairs.
"We do not honor them
(requests for name lists)."
University
officials
had
discussed barring even the
sales of telephone books to these
cO!'l.l!anies, but they ~aid they
would find another way to get
them.
And for those who want their
names removed from direct
advertising lists, there is a way
to accomplish it. As a matter of
fact, industry spokesmen say
they would prefer NOT to send
these mailings if the people do
not want them.
Direct
Mail·Marketing
Association, Inc., located in
New York City, has over 2,000
member companies, although
not all are involved in direct
mail advertising, Ed Pfeiffer,
director of communications,
said the compa.ny provides a
service where people can
request that their names be
deleted from or added to direct
mail advertising lists. While it
might seem that most people
would want their names
deleted, Pfeifer said the
requests run nearly two-to-one
11) favor of being added to the
lists.

Students wanting to reduce or '''millions'' of direct mailings (Amoco Traveler) and our
program,"
expand their collect of mailing for new subscriptions, and he merchandising
can write the association at 6 terms the program "extremely Mathews said.
The direct mailing program
East 43rd St., New York, N.Y., successfuL ..
Bernard
said
student has met all of the company's
10017. Pfeiffer explained that
the company runs ads in many mailings are only a small objectives, which vary from
publications which will include portion of his program, and he program to program, Mathews
a checklist of special areas of said return rates are kept said . .. It's a constant program
interest, such a stravel; sports, confidential within the industry. of testing and proving. The
home decorating and home However, one source said that greatest thing about it is that
furnishing, about which a the normal return rate ranges it's very measurable," he
added.
person c.an receive mail from one to three percent.
One point that Market
Bernard said that whenever a
solicitations.
Direct
Mail·Marketing company sends direct mailings, Development's Murray em·
Association receives several it is bound to get complaints, phasized was that he felt stu·
thousand requests a month for and that Newsweek will take dents were receiving good of·
deletions or additons, Pfeiffer . those people's names off its fers from the direct mailings.
He said his company tried to
said. These names are either lists.
Amoco Oil Comapny is make sure there are no rip-offs,
put on or taken off a master
tape, which is then made another business which uses no pornography and that they
available to member firms and direct mailings to students hold only high quality accounts.
And don't expect the mail to
extensively. Bill Mathews,
to mail order suppliers.
"Practically any business Amoco's manager of marketing stop. As Amoco's Mathews said,
organization would have oc· enterprises in .Chicago, also it's a huge industry now, "and
casion to use a mailing list," termed the company's direct it's going to get bigger."
Pfeiffer said. "For instance, if mailing effort as very suc·
Next weS, UIla column
you only serve one part of a cessfuL "It has been very examlne8 the bealtb effects of
city, you can reach that specific important to us in the the TaDDiDg SaloDs that are
development of the motor club, growing In popularity.
area."
Direct mail merchandising a ~ey:. ~ljlb we're stl![t!!,il!
lit.
has firmly implanted itself in
)
the nation's businesses; and it's
)
going to keep expanding.
Stephen Bernard, circulation
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
promotion
director
of
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Newsweek magazine in New
York, said he sends out " ........ ~ .... ~ ~ ..;,. ~ .... ~

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.·9 p.m.

Forum Plaza

6 bz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz . Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

Missoat<i MineR
~l~t'llr:~

"J(lJ:JJJ ;~
To Support

Our Advertisers
and tell them where
you sow their ad.

MOSTEK WILL BE ON CAMPUS'
A world leader in MOS integrated circuits and systems, headquartered in Dallas, Texas, will be
interviewing here soon. Check with the placement office for more information.
Mostek. 1200 W. Crosby Road, CSHoUton.

Te)(a~

75006. We are an equal opportunity employer. m!llhIV.

MOSTEK
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GONZALEZ ETl'EL
Reprinted by tile CCRS with
permJsaloo of tile University of

M1Imesota Dally
While auto insurance policies
may be .fairly standard from
company to company, prices
are not.
It you are single and female
and have a clean driving
record, your insurance rates

MISSOURI MINER

Mutual Insurance and Sentry
Insurance.
Insurance agents for these
companies were asked to quote
six-month rates for 21-year-old
single male and female
students who ha1le a clean
driving record, less than a B
average, drive a six-cylinder
Chevrolet Nova eight miles to
school and back each day and
put about 10,000 miles on the car

Buyer's
AUTO INSURANCE
Guide

will be comparatively low. But
if you are a young, single male
with average grades, your rates
may be as much as $275 higher
than your female counterpart's,
even if your driving record is
spotless.
The Daily surveyed those
insurance companies that,
according
to
Minnesota
regulators, were the state's
seven largest auto insurers in
1977. The companies surveyed
were State Farm Insurance,
Farmers Insurance Group,
American Family Insurance,
Allstate Insurance, Mutual
Service Insurance, Milbank

Insurance rates depend not
only on sex and age, but on
several other factors as well:
- The year and make of the
car you drive;
- The number of miles you
commute every day to school or
work;
- How much you drive;
- Where you live;
- Your driving record;
- Your grade average (good
grades can get you a 25-percent
rate discount) ; and
- The extent of your insurance coverage.
Some companies add other
qualifications that influence
rates. For example, Farmers
Insurance Group has a special
package for nonsmokers.

each year . Rates were to include
minimum
coverage
allowed by state law, collision
coverage with $100 deductible
and comprehensive coverage
with a $50 deductible.

Allstate Insurance had the
lowest prices for men's rates
($229). while Sentry had the
lowest women's rates ($136).
Milbank Mutual Insurance had
the highest rates for both men
($411) and women ($212). The
differences between highest
and
lowest
rates
were
suprisingly high - $182 for
males and $76 for females.

State laws stipulate the
minimum amount of liability
and sometimes non-fault insurance needed by drivers.
Liability insurance covers you
in case you injure someone, and
in those states that have no
fault insurance, it is designed to
protect you while you are lying

~h
28 Days

IUStude~~=EI~, su~::i::tion ,·k~l

I

chen and TV room. Reasonab:Je.
Call Mike after 2:30, 36~·9988,

_l~..!!!~hop·,e

~Ei'

Take Your Love A
Beautiful Valentine
Pick up a special arrangement
LoUypop Lover
from

$8.50

You're A Don Bunch
from

$12.00

The Fuzzy Wuzzy Bunch
from

$10.00

or•••
A Bud Vase, Carnations, or
Spring Bunch of Love

Shaft
I

Open J p.m.-l a.m. daily

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

_

helplessly in the hospital
emergency room and the insurance companies are feuding
over who to blame for the accident.
It's up to you whether to buy
collision and comprehensive
coverage. Collision coverage
pays for accidental damages to
-your car, while comprehensive
coverage pays for fire, theft or
vandalism damages.
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Pulse

by Steve K. Walz
Every week this column reviews the merits or
demerits of a network series, miniseries, movie or
special. More importantly though, we 'd like you, the
viewer, to get involved with the column by sending in
your opinion about a certain show so we can register
your tele-pulse. We'll pass on some of the more
interesting comments to the network honchos in New
York .

20/20
The success of CBS's '60 Minutes ' newsmagazine
format spawned its ABC c lone, '20/20,' last year. As of
a few weeks ago it was doing fairly well in the Nielsen
ratings . quite possibly because it is telecast after 'Soap,'
a bonafide network hit. This is not meant to be taken
as a derogatory statement since program moguls know
the importance of a lead-in audience.
What are the merits
and demerits of '20 /20'?
After watching the program for a few weeks, I got
the feeling that ABC's
'World News Tonight' has
all of the good hard-hitting
reporters and ar,chormen,
leaving ' 20 /20' with seasoned
but
obviously
second-string reporters
who lack the hard news
'punch' that is the cornerstone of '6 0 Minutes .'
Hugh Downs , the '20 / 20 '
host. is a likeable personality, but he's no match for
Dan Rather. Geraldo Ri- i_iIiIi1I;a.I~I'.'J!!!!'JI.!!~-=
vera is a top-flight reporter
with great contacts, but
there are times when his ego gets in the way.
'20/20's' choice of subject matter is usually
newsworthy, but the Shah interview was a debacle that
should never ever be repeated. On the other hand,
'20/20's' story on Elvis Presley's doctor set the
Memphis District Attorney's forces in motion and shed
some new light on how Elvis destroyed himself and the
people who neglectfully contributed to his downfall.
As long as '20 /20' continues to pursue stories of
an exclusive nature, the show should hold its own, but
if it were pitted against '60 Minutes' I doubt if it could
sustain an audience. The missing link in this show is a
young but seasoned hard-hitting pro who can make the
newsmagazine carry an aura of urgency.
Send your comments to Tele-Pulse, c/o TV
Compulog, P.O. Box 123, Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071 .
TV COMPUlOG SERVICES, INC.

Texas Instruments

Pro9rQmmQb~57

Rates on these types of
coverage depend on the insurance deductible. Such a
deductible determines how
much money the insured will
have to pay for repair of.
damages: For example, a $50
deductible means that you have
to pay the first $50 of repair
costs and prevents the consumer from filing any claims
smaller than the deductible.
If you feel your insurance
company is trying to rip you off,
either by terminating your
policy or by not reimbursing
you adequately, you can file a
complaint with your state's
insurance regulator.

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine

36~A33A

Rolla, Mlaaourl

HOT SANDWICHES
HOT CHILI

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
205 West 12th St.

Rolla, Mo.

364·3710
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

Students Protest
(Continued from Page 8)

has been excellent. " He thinks
it'll be even better soon because
the current anti-draft efforts
are "more cohesive" than those
of a decade ago. Protest,
moreover, "is accepted. In the
sixties, it was done by radical
fringe groups. Now it's main·
stream people.
Boston University sociology
Professor Michael Useem also
sees growth of the movement
ahead. "Upon reinstatement of
the draft, there could be a few
months honeymoon, where
opposition to the draft will be
minimal, and even some support will be seen.
"After
several
months,
though, cold reality will set in,
and when those most affected
by the draft will realize what
could happen, 'support should
vanish. "
Useem is particularly impressed by the " very strong
opposition already in place."

Owen attributes the oppoSition's fas t start to the antidraft veterans who, either by
example or through direct
leadership,
have
belped
mobilize the early resistance.
The presence of Vietnam-era
organizers might explain the
by-now familiar reliance on
certain organizing tactics.
Informational teach-ins are
often staged as a prelude to
larger public rallies. At Indiana
University, guerilla theater
even made a comeback when a
campus "alternative theater
group" demonstrated "symbolic deaths" to a crowd of 170.
On the West Coast, demonstrators chanted, "Hell No, We
Won't Go."
But more modern slogans are
starting to surface, too. One of
the most often-seen examples of
graffiti on the Penn State
campus is " I.C.B.M.s Are
Better Than Being There." At

iiil:
Ii!I''"

Koenig's
Kraziness
Continued
(Continued from Page 12)
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student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

of Ii demigod!! We have rights
and we must stand for them!
The press is powerful indeed we
can strike him down!!" As I
began to run out of steam ' I
noticed that the room was
completely silent except for the
sound of my voice and I looked
down from my heartfelt appeal
to heaven to find every eye in
the room riveted on me.

continue and freshman classes
were now being taught in the
stadium using the four-sided
electronic
video playback
scoreboard bought with state
funds allotted strictly on the
basis of the number of enrolled
students. The four most attended freshman classes were
each placed opposite one of the
sides of the scoreboard and
notes were displayed on the
board. Every 55 minutes the
subjects on the board would
rotate so that a student could
attend all these four without
moving. As a result he had
rented out over half the
university buildings as administrative space to various
organizations funded by the
state and was realizing
tremendous prOfits. Further the
campus
newspaper
had
received nationwide attention
and several awards as a result
of standing up to him (it should
be noted that the editors
traveled on paper funds to
collect these rewards).

nationwide who are aware of
the salaries paid to graduates of
UMR. Unfortunately these
It seemed that the real
advertisers have asked to be problem lay in the fact that the
mailed copies of the paper and university had no chancellor
since the present situation with and in fact had not b n blessed
the administration developed I with one over ~
have received a great deal of (silly me I !H!<i1Ilt
negative feedback. Frankly, the As R~ ~t .
paper has no life, no vitality, no ca'~: : .!-' wl~~riting
spmt, and thmgs must change 'e
~ ain~Wactions of
if our situation is not /I _
'Ie~_ Dl1Ureaucracy. You
erode!!" At this he_sa.,N , _,.st Cil~M people stirred up
f)ushe~ With a~ger ~d ~e
.9b~'1he actions of a comall of hiS hard
me 0)hittee. We've got to get a
to note. As he '
g AA~ chancellor and fast or we are
one ofthe writer ell~~sall going to die from lack of copy.
the bloody chancel.'! lault!!" You can't print 24 pages of
which triggered total confusion advertising no matter how
as everyone began to talk and much money you take in."
argue at once. As I listened to
This resolution passed by
their fevered discussion I
acclamation and the recomAs he finished the news
became convinced that theirs director rose and suggested
mendation was drawn up and
was truly a righteous cause, that we recommend that we ask
sent. Romona then speculated
that they were truly being the Board of Curators to look for
on how long a person had to go
suppressed by a hostile ad- someone like that fellow at
to school to become a chanministration. The more I Boston University that had
cellor as it sounded better than
listened the madder I became, started
the family business.
tattOOing
student
until I could hold back no numbers on foreheads. B.U.'s
longer. I jumped into the middle new chancellor had also inI always wondered, however,
of the room and shouted that we troduced reforms in the manner if anyone ever paid any atcould, yes we must, " dethrone" in which classes were taught. tention
to
that
recomthe chancellor. "Free men can No class with fewer than 57 ~ mendation. Oh well, I guess
not be made to wear the chains people in it was allowed to we'll never know.
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Har. ris (har'ls), noun I. an international
When a man ( Burt Reynolds) learns that he is suffe ring fro m
an always-fatal illness. he contem plates an alternative end,
and a friend ( Dom Deluise) t r ies- half-hea rtedly-to
dissuade him, in THE ENQ , t he network televisio n premiere
of a comedy direct ed by Reynolds, ai ring on 'NBC Tuesday
Nigh t at t he Movies.' Feb. 19.
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corporation headquartered on Florida's East
Coast 2. a billion-dollar producer of worldwide
communication and information processing
equipment 3. a company that will challenge
your skills and provide you with the opportunity to develop new technology and products
. 4. a company that has faith in the new ideas that
new people bring as part of our organization.
That's the definition of Harris, the company
that lets you define yourself. Discover what you
and Harris can do for each other. We will be on
campus in the next few weeks. See your Placement Office for information today.

HARRIS SYSTEMS GROUP OPERATIONS.
ON CAMPUS SOON.

HARRIS
COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

and tell them where
you saw their ad.
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Although American college
students may drink a lot of
beer, few know much about the
age-old product they are consuming. Following are answers
to selected questions submitted
by collegiate beer connoisseurs
in response to earlier installments of Beer Talk.
Is it OK to chill beers twice?
(MF, Ball State University,
Muncie, ·Ind.)
It is a common misconception
that cooled beer will lose its
taste if it's allowed to warm up.
The fact is, naturally brewed
beers - made without chemical
preservatives - should ideally
be kept cool from the time they
leave the brewery until they are
consumed. But if that proves to
be impossible, the longer a beer
has been kept cool before it
reaches the consumer, the
better it will taste.

~
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The major enemies of beer as long to properly age as do
freshness are natural reactions beers made with chemical
that occur during product additives.
storage. These reactions can
Non-chemical beers improve
break down a beer's natural the longer they are in the
flavor and body. Storing beer In brewery's aging tanks. The
cooler temperatures slows • process is costly; but those
down reactions that could affect brewers, who allow their beers
its taste.
to naturally ferment, benefit by
The use of beechwood chips is offering
superior
quality
not a marketing gimmick. This products to taste-conscious
generations old and extremely consumers.
costly brewing technique adds
more than one million man·
An avid jogger, I recall
hours annually to the Anheuserhaving heard that it's good to
Busch brewing costs.
drink beer after running. Is it
true? (LAK, Univeristy of
Does beer improve with age? Missouri, Columbia, Mo.)
(JM, University of Illinois
Runners, take a tip from
Wesleyan .
University, jogger-cardiologist Dr. George
Bloomington, Ill.)
Sheehan: "Beer provides fluid
. No. Beer is really only aged and quick energy to some
while it's in the aging cellars at runners."
the brewery; not after it's been
Surprised?
packaged.
And
naturally
Runners drink a variety of
brewed beers often take twice solutions immediately before,
during and after running to
prevent dehydration. But the

American beers, but my frienct
says no ... who's right? (PJS,
U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. )
The common misconception
about most of the 160 foreign
brews currently sold in
are
America
is
they
significantly higher in alcoholic
content than domestic beers.
There are, of course, exceptions - but the majority of
imported
beers are
approximately the same in
alcoholic content as the average
of 3.8-4.1 percent by weight
found in American brews.
"I speculate this rumor about
imported beers was started
because many have a stronger,
heartier taste than most

EVERYONE'S INVITED,
tothe

~

5-8 P.M.
Hwy. 72 at Rolla Sf.

A II proceeds go to the
Independent's Weekend.

St Pat's
qj[9~~~
On Sale In the Student Unioo.

Stocking Caps-3.50
Sweatsh irts-6. 00
Hats-3~50 Mugs-3.00
Flying Discs-l .50
Garters-.75
Buttons-.50
Bumperstickers-.25

~~~

With Any Order

Saturday, Feb. 16, 9:00p.m.
At T.E.C.

<iiP

Johnny's Smoke Stak

fREE Drink

Independent's
Valentine's Tea

'

American beers," said Dr.
Klaus Zastrow, vice president
of Brewing Technical Services
at Anheuser-Busch-St. Louis,
and a native of Germany. "If
the imports appear stronger, it
is because most . foreign
brewers adhere to Old World
Brewing methods and use more
malt. The majority of import4:d
beers, therefore, are darker,
maltier and heartier than most
of their American counterparts; but that doesn't mean
they are more potent."
Have questions about beer or
brewing? Selected questions
will be answered in a future
column. Send them to: Beer
Talk, Suite 600, One Memorial
Drive, St. Louis, Missouri 63102.

most important ingredient by
far is the water in them. For
once fluid loss reaches about six
percent, the hazards include
rising body temperature and
threat of heat stroke.
Beer provides fluid and quick
energy in immediately absorbed calories. The alcohol is
absorbed and does not require
digestion as sugar does. Hence,
the fluid then gets into the
system more quickly.
"There is no quicker way to
get energy and·fluid at the same
time," said Dr. Sheehan, advisor for the Anheuser-Busch
Natural
Light
running
program . " And I am not alone
in my use of beer as a
replacement fluid."
Dr. Thomas Bassler, editor of
the American Medical Joggers
Association publication, reports
he runs 25 miles on Sundays,
drinking a beer every few
miles. When asked about the
mileage, he said. " I jogged a
six·pack."
I thought imported beers
were
more
potent
than

Rolla

ENGINEERS &
COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADS:
CAN YOU MEET THE
ENERGY CHALLENGE?
PSE&G-"THE ENERGY PEOPLE" have career
opportunities available for energy-conscious
individuals eager to contribute to our continuing
energy exploration. PSE&G is the third largest
utility in the country and we're seeking aggressive achievers with the power to implement
their talents . Our ,epresentative will be interviewing HERE on
Please stop
by your placement office F.b. 21 . register for
convenient appointment .

PSE&G
"THE ENERGY PEOPLE"
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
80 PARK PLACE, NEWARK , N.J. 0710 1
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F

PSI&"""IG
~

PUbliC Service
E leclrrc ilnd G.,s
Com pany
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TIle following Items were
contributed by anonymollB
students and do DOt reflect the
feelings of the MINER Staff.
'Therefore, we accept no
responsJblllty. In many cases,
comments of an extremely
obscene nature were either
deleted or made less personal.
100. Marty how did you get short
changed on brains AND looks?

puns. I promise I'll stop reading
Playboy so you can sleep more
soundly. Signed, Erik.
126. Shaw-Thanks for the Gumball; Mr. Bo.
127. Hey Girls! Why don't you
come up and see me sometime?
Room 531. Lots of Fun!
128. Paris! Will you ever learn how
to do it right?-The guys on fire.
129. Tikey has a mean right hook.
130. Akermann has a mean right
knee.
131. Bedroom tours, cheap,
anytime. Call D.M.
132. Monica-meet me in St. Louis,
Louis ...
133. P.A. using your toothbrush is
a dirty pool in a T.P. war. Signed
Snip.
134. I'm not going to write a lunny
personal. I think the lact that I'm
writing one at all is funny enough.
Sound familiar? Happy Valentine's
Day.

student's attention on tb.,e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
comolill::aJ,p~

th,p

rob,IIP.,ID

coconut aftershave: love, 2nd floor
TJ.
146. Lush-wanna soar?
147. Who ever the hell turned my
room upside down, did an excellent
job.
148. Joe did you ever find out about
sex in Engineering?
149. Mono-Maniac, I better not get
It too.
ISO. B.G . Your tactics are all
wrong. Try popcorn.
lSI. Nick wanna play in the snow?
11 you don't want to come to the snow
we'll bring it to you.
152. Marty a broom is not sul-

135. Tybones-Have lots 01 V.D.
136. Wine not, SHaw?
137. Drugs and sex and Rock and
Bo ...
138. Good luck with B-Ball, Bad
Becky!
139. Purity and E.Z., Good luck
with the monsters.
140. James, My friend, Where is
Our Chorus Line?
141. Guys on six-Thanks For Good
Times. Mr. Bo & Timmy.
142. SHAW: EH?
143. Tommy the Heiz-PM, to the
Max, Man!
144. To Brock, Ron, Ali, Hussein,
Ted, Ed, Bart, Bill, Roland, Joe,
Kevin, Tom, Kelly, Matt, Tim,
Wayne, Bob, Mark, Darrell, Eric,
Graig, Doug, Ezry. Happy Valentine's Day! From: Former occupants of Rm 21, the Kentucky
girls!
145. Darrell, we really love your
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GTE Automatic Electric
Laboratorie., Inc., is a

125. Robert·1 really love your

ser

157. Kathy - Happy Valentine's
Day. This is cheaper than a' phone
call to Cape . Love Sed,

We o1rer .professional d6veIo~t
'NiIh a leader in telecommunicationsl
11 I. Laura, your so innocent! Ha
HaHaTom.
112. Naturally well balanced,
healthy, happy, uninhibited people
need multiple orgasms too!
113. Say "Chi 0" 10 times fast.
114. T. you Leo, I love your high
firm bosom! Signed the Catholic
Capricorn.
115. Oh the food at T.J. they say
it's might fine. I spilled the coffee on
my watch and now it's losing time.
116. Dave - is it true that you can
get all you want in Columbia in less
than 2 hours. Bob - why does it take
you so much longer.
117. OH can I fling it around a few
times and throw it against the
wall?!!
118. Ray - I'm ready - any time
you're ready to POLKA. Love ya,
LlI.Sls.
119. Ted - Throwing klckboards Is
tolerable - but I hope you're not into
S&M -I'll get you back!
120.
121. Old you know green means
your homey - that's why Rolla sells
the most greeD.
122. Go little Don Go!
123. Greek - If you really want to
be one of the greatest playboys of the
20th century, you'd better learn to
appreciate pine cones and shaving
cream-Kinky isn't It.

....Th

flcient delense against six gorgeous
babes.
153. Lightweight - don't think
your going to get out of pass out.
154. Happy Valentine's Day
Pikers, From: lour voluptuous
females.
155. Nick, thanks lor the extra halt
hour Friday night. (Saturday
morning!.
156. Dog Rugs two out 01 three isn't
bad.

'.: "\
aI

101. Bill W. does wearing colored
underwear make you gay?
102. To the Cuba boys see ya down
on the farm.
103. Dennis are you going to "Do
the Dog" for Valentine's Day?
104. To 6-2", 195 Ibs., blond hair,
green eyes, thanks for coming back
toRolla.B.
105.
106. Hey girls; Troll, Mac,
Snowflake, Mark, Johnny W.,
MiJppet Man, and Gorillamore are
members of the Big V Club. Help
disband the club. 364-9946 (No experience necessary).
107. Dear Doug, Open wide and
don't let your tongue hit the floor.
Love, Tammy.
108. Kel, Your eyes shows your
wisdom, Your body shows your
style, But nothing compares to your
beautiful Smile! Dan.
109. Jim, I learned how to kiss
bearded men ... Ready to put it to
work?
110. Life is a BUMMER!! 6th floor
and Linus Pauling.
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Valentine's Day
Personals
Continued

( Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

leader in the design and
development of advanced
electronic switching systems.
Ours is a technical
environment where ideas .
become tomorrow's
telecommunications.
Today our engineers are
applying digital integrated
circuits , highest complexity
MOS memory, bubble memory, codecs and other telephony oriented LSI devices,
electronic techniques applicable to PCM systems, advanced hybrid microelectronics,
and optical fiber application to telecommunications.
In software we are developing on-line real-time control programs using latest software
design techniques, such as structured programming, as well as off-line support and
diagnostic software. Our technical advances are supported within an IBM 370/ 168 and
3033 environment. Design Automation, Co.mputer Aided DeSign, online interactive graphics, Data Base Management Systems, and
other technical programming areas afford a wide ranging challenge
to your continued education in computer science.
Tomorrow is bringing technology yet to be conceived.
If your degree is a B.S., M.S. or PhD in Electrical Engineering, .
Computer Science or related discipline and you are interested in the
exciting challenge of an R&D environment - we invite you to learn
more about us. We will be on campus February 21,1980. Contact
your College Placement Office or your Manager of Employment .

_and
DowIopmenI

GTE AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC LABORATORIES
400 North Wolf Road
Northlake, IL 60164
(312) 681-7725
Equal Opportunity Emplciyer MIF
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Energy Future, Examined
"In the near term, conservation could do more than
any of the conventional sources
to help the country deal with the
energy problem it has," according to a report by the
Energy Project at the Harvard
Business School.

transportation of coal at this
point is inadequate, but with
new
technology
in
the
prodUction and -. transport of
coal, it may grow to be a
significant energy source in the
V.S. A "calm and reasonable"
approach is advised to handle
the short term Droblems for the

long term benefits.
-Nuclear power, as a
national energy source, has met
with increased public disfavor
since the 196Os. The optimism of
Nixon's Project Independence
has been overshadowed by
numerous questions of safety.
The authors advise a I!reat deal

of caution in licensing any new
power plants. It is suggested
that the public, industry and
government turn their attention
to solar power and conservation
if domestic energy sources
cannot substantially increase
their contribution to the V .S.
energy supply.

The answer, the study concludes, is in a program of
balanCing the energy sources
the V .S. has and developing the
newer or less publicized ones.
This must be implemented with
government policy and carried
out with pragmatism and
reason.

The report, entitled Energy
Future has made a tremendous
impact on readers throughout
the spectrum of society. This
best seller is making citizens
and government alike reconSider present attitudes about
energy. For the first time, a
publication backed by a conservative and well-respected
institution makes a strong case
in favor of solar energy and
conservation.
Energy Future was written as
the result of seven years of
exacting research by the
Harvard Business school into
present energy sources and
theories regarding the future of
each. The authors warn if the
V .S., as the largest consumer of
imported oil, continues on the
of
" wreckless
course"
dependency
on
foreign
producers, it will place the
economies of the entire Western
World in a vulnerable poSition,
and undermine its leadership as
one of the great international
powers.
Neither can the U.S. depend
on other conventional energy
sources such as natural gas,
coal and nuclear power to
reduce our dependence on
imported oil. Concerning these
sources, the Harvard study
concluded the following :
-Natural gas, a clean burning
fuel
that
is
environmentally safe to extract
and transport, is an important
energy source. Since 95 percent
of the natural gas consumed in
the V.S . is produced here, the
major problems lie with
government regulations and the
economics of exploration for
new reserves. The use and price
of natural gas will increase in
the future . But despite its
positive pOint, natural gas is not
the solution to America's
energy problem.
-Coal, although it is enjoying
a period of "rediscovery," has
been plagued with a history of
risks. Not only is there
significant damage to the environment as it is presently
mined and used, but history has
been made with the numerous
management-laborgovernment disputes. The

-
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DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD
Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches

Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS
Closed Mondays

Hwy. 63 S. Rolla
364-1971

A world of careers in Aerospace
for tomorrow-minded college graduates.
See our
representative
on campus
March 6,7
Our Denver Division has many new
opportunities awaiting college
graduates. Major facilities are located at
Denver, CO.: New Orleans, LA.: and
Santa Maria, CA.

Careers Begin Here
If you're conSidering a career in
aerospace,you won't find the challenge
greater nor the work more rewarding
than at Martin Marietta. Work in such
exciting areas as Command and Information Systems, Solar Systems,
Space Satellites, and Payload Integra-

tion. Overall, we have over 300 contracts including 4 major contracts over
150 million dollars each extending into
the 1980·s. They include the external
fuel tanks for the Space Shuttle, Space
Launch Systems, TItan , Space and Defense Systems including the new generation mobile Missile X.

Opportunities Now
Within these areas are many entrylevel growth positions that offer
practical experience In the advanced state of the engineering
art_ Such fields as • Software· Test·
Propulsion • Thermophyslcs •
Structures· Mechanisms·
Dynamics. Stress· Materials· Mission Analysis • Product Development • Industrial Engineering •
logistics • Integration • Systems •
Guidance & Control· RF Systems·
Communications· Data Handling·
Power Systems· Payloads & Sen-

sors • Quality • Safety and Manufacturing_
In addition to job opportunity the
company's comprehensive program of
employee benefits has a financial value
equivalent to approximately forty percent of the employee's income. Included are: Company-paid insurance,
performance sharing plan , retirement
plan, vacation, education reimbursement and long term disability plan.
·Interested graduates please contact
Martin Marietta Aerospace. Attn: College Relations, PO. Box 179 (#D6310)
Denver, CO 80201.
NrARTIN NrARIETTA

Martin Marietta is an Affirmative Action
Employer actively seeking the Handi capped and Veterans.
National Security regulations require
United States Citizenship.
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student's attention on tile part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Woodland DiscouragesUMREfforts
By CHRIS RANSOM
The Miners once again battled right down to the end of the
game only to accept another
two-point loss at the hands of
Lincoln University last Monday
night at the Gale Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building.
The damage was done by
Robert Woodland a 6-3 junior
who sank a 25-foot jump shot at
the buzzer. Just a couple of
weeks ago, UMR lost to Central
Missouri State, the number one
ranked team in NCAA Division

o

II, also by a two-point deficit. A
shot was put up with four
seconds left in regulation play
by Central as they managed to
retain their unblemished record
before Southwest knocked them
off last week, 80-66.
Lincoln led most of the way
although the score remained
close . At intermission the
ITigers owned a 34-33 edge.
Lincoln went into a delay game
with about three minutes left
and a 4-point lead at 73-69 before
Leon Surles slammed one
through as he found himself

wide open under the basket.
UMR cut the lead to five at 76-71
with only 1:20 remaining. This
is when Derek Nesbitt took
over.
Nesbitt put in fi,!,e straight
points, tying the game on a pair
of free throws and a 3-point
excursion. He wa's assisted by
Tom Mazzorona as he stole the
ball from Woodland setting up
the 3-point play. Nesbitt put in a
lay-up and was fouled in the
process by Woodland.
With 51 seconds left, Lincoln

played for one shot and as it
turned out that strategy proved
as
Woodland
successful
redeemed himself by hitting
nothing but net.
Nesbitt did not have a very
good shooting night, which is
unusual, as he sank only 6 of 17
shots from the field. He was 5
for 5 from the free throw line as
he netted 17 points to lead UMR.
Leonardo Lucas had 16, Calvin
Hohrn 15, and Rick Fuerman 10.

league play and 8-12 overall.
The Miners won last Thursday night in a game against
Westminster over at the MultiPurpose building. Nesbitt once
again paced the Miners to a 7669 victory as he led all scorers
with 34 points_ Pat Stram mel
led Westminster with 26.

UMR will play their next
three games on the road. This
Saturday will begin that road
trip as the Miners will face
·Northeast Missouri State in
The loss puts UMR at 2-5 in Kirksville.

Sports
Thursday, February 14 , 1980
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Lady Miners Blast
School Of Ozarks 81-55
By GERRY GOEKE
The
UMR
Women's
Basketball team hit a bit of a
slump last week, losing a pair to
Evangel College and William
Woods College. They bounced
back to take care of the School
of the Ozarks, defeating them
81-55.
In the Evangel game, which
they lost by just' a bucket, 66-64,
the Lady Miners played well
enough to win in a real see-saw
game. Evangel shot well from
the floor, bucketing 52 percent
of their shots in ~e first half
and 48 percent overall. UMR
shot a less impressive 39 percent from the floor. The Lady
Miners had a chance to tie the
game with seven seconds left,
but missed the front end of a
one-and-one.
The
William
Woods
game
was
one
of
the
worst games of the year for the
Miners, as they lost 8o-5l. Poor
shooting and lack of aggression
characterized their play, as the

Ladies seemed to be down after
an exciting game three days
prior. This game seemed to be
the bottom point in the Miners'
slump, as they seemed to lack
confidence.
The Women bounced back
this Monday night, though, as
they easily beat the School of
the Ozarks in a game that
looked more like the team that
won 11 out of their first 14
games. They shot, passed, and
defensed well, causing Coach
Annette Caruso to remark that,
I think the slump of three
games is over, and I hope that
we can just peak for the state
tournament now. "
The Lady Miners played a
very important District I'lame
H

Be t a

last night against Southwest
Missouri State at their home
court in Springfield, a game
that could decide the playoff
fates for the Ladies. They also
have a game, their final regular
season contest of the year, this
Friday night against Southeast
Missouri
State
at
Cape
Girardeau.
In the Lincoln game last ..
Tuesday night, the final home
game of the season, Karen
Rick Fuerman puts in two of his ten points over a Lincoln
Williamson started the looth
defender. The Miners lost to Lincoln on a last-second shot
game of her career here at
by Robert Woodland, . 78-76.
UMR, a first for Women's
( Photo by Caswell)
Basketball at UMR. Karen was
also honored with the first
annual Baird-Rigler Award as
the Most Valuable Player for
the Lady Miners this season.

St Pat's
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Sig And ABS;
Intramural Teams Stocking Caps-3.50
On Sale In the studeIIt UD1oo.

Of The Week
In the women's intramural
managers meeting held on
February 7th, ' Mary (Puny)
Rhotery was elected as McDonald's Intramural Athlete Of
the Week for her outstanding
performances on Chi Omega's
basketball team.
McDonald's Team of the
Week is the strong ABS
women 's basketball team .
Congratulations!

The Intramural Managers
Association named the Beta
Sigma Psi Basketball team the
Intramural Team of the Week.
The Beta Sig Basketball team
beat
defending
champion
Sigma Phi EpSilon 45-44 and
followed that victory with a 4532 defeat of Kappa Sigma. Beta
Sig is now 3-1 and has an excellent chance to win the Intramural Basketball title.
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Carter And The
Moscow Olympics
Reprinted from Detroit News
Portentous events are finally
pushing President Carter Into
an attitude of wisdom and
strength. Recently, in a
televised speech notable for its
frankness and firmness, the
President responded to the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
by announcing a total ban on
United States sales of high
technology to Russia, as well as
a partial boycott on grain
shipments.
At the same time, he
threatened an American withdrawal from the 1980 Olympic
games in Moscow. He should do
it.
The Soviets, like the Nazis in
1936, look upon the games as a

rare propaganda opportunity, a
pageant to demonstrate the
shining promise of their "new
order." It is an ancient device
of totalitarians to paper over
the essential rottenness of their
ideologies with spectacular
festivals. For this purpose the
Olympics offer an ideal format.
Although the sports events
were designed to test and
reward participants as individuals, the games are also
looked upon as contests between nations. This is especially
advantageous for totalitarian
states
that
subsidize,
strenuously encourage and
richly reward their "amateur"
athletes. Germany's brilliant
showing in 1936, although
somewhat diminished by the
heroics of Jesse Owens, went
far to convince the then beaten,
peaceful German population and much of the work - that
the Nazis were about to usher in
an age of glory.
The propaganda possibilities
are infinitely greater in 1980,
with television beaming to the
world not only the events and
their attendant hoopla, but also
scenes of winter palaces and
country lodges, the endless
miles of huge and gorgeous
birch trees, the modern
passenger boats on the rivers,
and (no doubt) suddenly wellstocked stores and freshly
painted buildings in downtown
Moscow. All of which tend to
camouflage the anxiety and
grimness of Soviet life.
Any host country, of course,
owes it to itself to make the
most of the world's attention.
And the Olympics are supposed
to be removed from politics.
But, like everything else in
Soviet society, the purposes of
the state must be served first.
In such an environment, the
Olympics become a mighty
political instrument.
Even knowing that, there
ordinarily would be small
justification for boycotting the
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games. The West has learned to
live with the Soviet bloc's
propaganda scams and crooked
judges. But today we are
confronted with the invasion of
Afghanistan, a Russian act
unique in kind and dimension in
the post-I945 era, and one that
signals a new course of open
aggression by the Kremlin.
Because we live in the
nuclear age, reprisals of the
historic kind - that is, direct
are
military retaliation inappropriate in this instance.
But, fortunately, this year we
have a rare opportunity to swat
the Russians across the eyes. If
the United States and, ideally,
its Western allies agree to
boycott the Moscow Olympics
for the best and bestadvertised of reasons - the

NCAA Olympic resolution

aggression in Afghanistan even the Kremlin leaders, who
are profoundly indifferent to
"world opinion" under most
circumstances, would stand
marked as criminals and
pariahs. And there's every
reason
to
believe
that
nonaligned nations, especially
the Moslem ones, would understand and sympathize with
such a dramatic and symbolic
gesture.
In the days and weeks ahead,
the world will see whether the
liberal democracies have indeed lost what was left of their
old hardihood. Or whether, for
all their preternatural reluctance, they are still able to
respond fittingly and with spirit
when a powerful aggressor is on
the march.

"Whereas, the President of the United States
has indicated that participation in the 1980
Olympics to be held in the Soviet Union may
prove to be inconsistent with the best interests of
the nation because of the actions of the Soviet
Union in Afghanistan; and
.
" Whereas, the executive director of the NCAA
has been quoted publicly as supporting the President in this matter;
"Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, that if the
President of the United States does determine
that participation by U.S. athletes in the 1980
Olympics in Moscow is not in the best interests of
the nation and if he requests that U.S. athletes
refrain from participation, the NCAA will support
the President and will join him in requesting that
athletes from member institutions not participate."
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GRELLNER
SALES & SERVICE, INC.
Distributor of Miller, Miller
Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon,
Andeker & Lowenbrau

e'"

If you are having a party,
contact our campus reps.

III

JOE GABR'S
'," ,,;.
364·2930
.Iii'or
..
JERRY FREDERICKS 364·5226

To Support

Our Advertisers
and tell them where
you saw their ad.

GRADUATING ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
Have you considered these factors in determining where you will work?
1. Will the job offer challenge and
responsibility?
2 . Will your future employer encourage job mobility?

in selecting your work assignment?
5. Big starting salaries are nice but what is the salary growth
and promotion potential in the
job ?

3. Will your future employer encourage , support and reward
continued professional education?

6 . Can you afford the cost-ofliving in the area?

4. How much choice will you have

At Naval Weapons Center we

have given these things a lot of
consideration and believe we
have the answers for you.
Arrange through your placement
office to interview with our representative(slon
February 28th & 29th. 1980

with Wynn Johnson
We think you will like
what you hear.

c. KAREN ALTIERI

If you cannot fit
on interview into
your schedule,
write or call:

Professional Employment Coordinator

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER

(CODE09201)

China Lake , CA 93555 • (714) 939-3371
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
These are Career Civil Service Positions.

u .S. Citizenship Required
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equation. The unsuspecting student's attention on t~ part
student rejoices. Surely I can where the error came in. Thus,
work that one out! Receiving a little by little the
professor
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Tankmen,2nd InSaluki Invitational
By GERRY GOECKE
The Varsity Swim Team
traveled to SIU -Carbondale last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
to compete in the Saluki Invitational. The Miners did very
well overall, finishing in second
place among Division II schools
Illinois
behind
Western
University, as the Miners
scored 548 points. Southeast

Missouri State, the Miners'
closest competitor in the MIAA,
scored just 379 points, so this
should help boost the Miners'
confidence going into the MIAA
Championships next month.
Last year at this same meet the
Miners finished in 6th place, so
things are definitely looking
good for the Miner Tankmen
with a 2: 02.13 time.

PpofiIa

Individually,
firsts
were
recorded by Mark Ewers in the
200 Individual Medley and by
Ray Gill in the 3-Meter Diving,
as he scored 438.80 points,
which was a fo.urth place
overall finish in the diving
competition.
Don
Fearon
scored 419.15 in the same event
to take second place. Other
second place finishes were
recorded by Paul Stricker in the
400 Yard Individual Medley, by

Don Havey, who finished 6th final home contest this Saturoverall in the 100 yard day, a dual meet with SouthBreaststroke, by Mike Clyburn west Missouri State. This will
in the 200- Yard Backstroke, and be the last chance for the
the 400 Yard Medley Relay Seniors on the team, notably
Team. Third place honors were Mark Ewers, John Smith, and
earned by John Smith in the 50 John Tice, to display their
Free, the 800 Yard Freestyle . talents in front of the home
Relay, Greg Holleman in the 200 crowd. All three have had exYard Backstroke, and by Mark cellent careers with the Miners,
Ewers in the 200 Yard Breast- so come to the Miner Pool '
stroke.
Saturday at 2: 00 to cheer those
three on for the last time as well
The Miners will have their as the rest of the UMR squad.

Lite Ski Jamboree
MILWAUKEE, Wis - Lite
Beer from Miller knows what
today's college skiers want exciting ski vacations at a
budget-conscious price.
With that in mind, the Miller
Brewing Company is proud to
sponsor the Lite Ski Jamboree,
some 40 week-long ski trips for
collegians
in
January,
February, March and April to
some of the top ski areas in the
United States.
This
year's
Jamboree
locations include Davos-Big
N.Y.;
Smuggler'S
Vanilla,
Notch and Sugar Busch, Vtr. ;
Park City, Utah; and Aspen,
Copper Mountain, Steamboat
Springs and Winter Park, Colo.

According
to
Pamela
Crowson, Miller's Manager of
College Marketing, some 6,000
collegians are expected to take
advantage of the Lite Jamboree
package, which includes six
days at a resort of the group's
choice, deluxe apartment or
condominium accommodations
and a variety of activities
(Le. welcome party, Lite
Challenge Cup race, obstacle
fun race and awards party).
"The
number
of
trips
available have doubled this
year" said Crowson. "This is
the finest collegiate program of
its kind. " Men and women
winners of each Lite Challenge
Cup race will advance to the

Lite Ski Jamboree Final
Challenge Cup competition to
be held at Vail, Colo. from April
1-5, 1980.
The Miller Brewing Company
is the only U.S. corporation to
sponsor four amateur athletic
teams. In addition to its ski
sponsorship, Lite is the sponsor
of the AAU Senior Track &
Field Team ,
Lowenbrau is the sponsor of
the United States Cycling
Team.
Miller is an operating company of Philip Morris Incorporated.
Principal beer
brands include Miller High Life,
Lite and Lowenbrau .

NEMSU All American
New darling of skating?
Linda Fratianne currently stands at the pinnacle
of her profession-a profession in which she makes
no money, practices endlessly and strives for
perfe ction. Nineteen-year-old Miss Fratianne is the
top female figure skater in the world, and is
presently aiming for skating's highest award-an
Olympi c gold at the XIII Winter Olympic Games in
Lake Pla cid , New York.
Linda laced up her first skates at the age of nine
and took lessons near her home in North Ride , Calif.
Although she was a member of the U.S. Olympic
Team in 1976, her time in the spotlight didn't come
until the follo wing year in Tokyo whe n she won the
World Champi ons hips. Even more as tounding than
her victory was the fact that Miss Fr atianne was
suffering from a staph infect ion whi ch almo st pull ed
her out of the co m pe titi on.
In 1978, Miss Fratianne was dethrowned by East
German Annett Poetzsch and placed second, but
she was to have her revenge th e follo wing year.
Fr om the Vien na Stadthalle in Austria, Lind a ca me
from behind on the final even in g to win . Poetzsch
had built up an alm ost insurmountable lead in the
compulsory school of figures and held on to a large
m argin after the short pr ogr am . Le ading into the
final day, Poetzsch led on fi ve of th e nine judges'
cards and Fr ati an ne stood first on only three. But
the fates we re r ooti ng for Miss Fr atianne because
she was the fi rst to skate in the free program. Sh e
de cided to try for a flawless , conservative
performance while hoping that the other two
le aders might falter. And falter they did, with Annett
Poetzsch finishing secon d.
Linda Frati anne is looking to Lake Placid for the
one award that means more than any other-an
Olympic gold medal.
TV COM PULOG SERVICES, INC.

KIRKSVILLE, MO - Dan
Futrell, a four time track AIIAmerican
from
Northeast
Missouri State, will be in
Louisville, Ky. Saturday to
compete in the 1,00 meter run at
the Mason-Dixon Games.
Futrell, who finished his
collegiate career last spring
at NMSU, and Evans White
Prairie View will be in a 1,000meter fif'ln with several other

top U .S. athletes. Futrell edged
out White for the BOO-meter title
at the 1979 NCAA ' Division II
Outdoor Chl!Plpionships after
finishing third in the 1979
National
Collegiate
Indoor
Championships <Division 1) and
second in the 1979 Drake
Relays, behind winning efforts
by White.
Futrell was fourth in the 1979

NCAA Division I Outdoor
Champio.nships. His time in the
Division II outdoor meet
(1 : 46.81) is an NCAA Divisio.n II
reco.rd. The St. Louis Co.unty
athlete also holds fo.ur school
and four MIAA marks.
Two weeks ago. at the Illinois
Invitational,
Futrell
was
clocked at 1: 51.96, the fastest
time in a special field of halfmilers.

15 % off with student 1.0. on all
SEIKO DIGITALS
The new Seiko Quartz Digital Alarm
Chronograph. It times. It counts. It even
resets itself.
Featuring a continuous readout' in hours, minutes, seconds ,
month , day and date . Plus a 15 hour/ 59 minute interval
timer that rings when the set time is up. And begins the
countdown interval again automatically . The standard alarm
can ring at a specific time on any day or every day of the
week . Or every hour on the hour . And, as a stopwatch
precise to 1/ 100 of a second, it displays lap time and total
elapsed time Simultaneously . Water-resistant to 100 feet.
Superbly accurate and dependable. In stainless steel w ith a
blue dial frame. Also in yellow with a brown dial frame.
Seiko Quartz.
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1980
Winter

Olympics
The 1980 Winter Olympics marks the renewal of an
Olympic tradition which began 47 years ago when the
Adirondack village of Lake Placid served as the site of
the third Winter Olympics in 1932. It was an era before
television, satellites and instant worldwide communications, and so the coverage was not nearly as extensive
as it is now, but it was an Olympic that produced many
great champions and a startling performance by an
underdog U.S. Team .

Deja vu for Lake Placid

The new Olympic ice arena constructed at Lake Placid is the site of the figure skating and
hockey competitions during the 1980 WINTER OLYMPICS. To the left of the new arena
in this photo can be seen a portion of the outdoor Olympi c speed skati ng oval. ABC-TV
continues its coverage of the action Feb . 17·24.
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by Steve K. Walz

Can Gardner - rai one on the Soviets?
the United States since Michael
and Karol Kennedy won a silver
medal in the 1952 Winter
Games.
Winning edge

The opening game ceremonies In Lake Placid In 1932,
Original games
The Games began on Feb . 4, 1932, with 17 nations
and 364 athletes participating. On Jan . 31 , just a few
days before the start of the Olympics , Lake Placid still
had no snow. Rain was falling and .brown grass was
visible everywhere . Then, almost as if by magic, snow
fell on the night of Feb . 3, leaving a blanket of white
to greet Gov. Roosevelt and the 3,000 other spectators
at the opening ceremonies the next day.
Jack Shea , then 21-years-old and a resident of Lake
Placid (where, incidentally, he still resides), became the
first gold medalist of the Games. A dark horse , Shea
won the 500-meter 'speed skating event on the opening
day. A short time later, another American , Irv Jaffee,
beating the favored Scandinavians, captured the
5,000-meter speed skating gold medal. The next day,
Shea won the 1.500-meter speed skating event,
becoming the first American ever to win two gold
medals at a Winter Olympics. Right behind him was
Jaffee, who won the 10,000-meter speed skating
gold .
The Germans were the strongest bObsledders in the
world coming into the 1932 Games. However, four days
before the Olympics began, a German experimental sled
crashed during a practice run on the Mount Van
Hoevenberg bob run, sending World Champion Werner
Zahn to the hospital and out of the Olympics with a
broken arm . That crash was at the famous Zig-Zag
curve . Disaster stalked the Germans, and two days
later, another German sled crashed in practice, this
time at Shady curve, and two of the German team
members were hospitalized with skull fractures, ending
all German chances for gold at Lake Placid .
In the actual competition, two brothers , J. Hubert
Stevens and Curtis Stevens of the United States , won
the two-man bobsled competition in a thrilling finish,
edging out the Swiss team . The four-man bobsled event
was postponed by rain and warm weather, and was
actually held after the closing ceremonies, with the U.S.
again emerging triumphant.
And now, 47 years later, the stage is set once again
in the same mountain village for new champions to
emerge when the 'O lympic flame is rekindled .
TV COMPUlOC SERVICES , INC.

Tai and Randi won bronze
medals in the World Pairs
Championships of 1977 and
1978 before winning the gold in
1979: They initially represented
the United States in the World
Championships when they were
13 and 15 . Most of the world
first saw Randi and Tai at
Innsbruck in 1976 when they
impressively finished fifth in the
pairs compet ition.
It was during the Innsbruck
Games where Tai and Randi
demonstrated moves which
have be co me their trademarkthrow Arabians and side-by-side
Arabians .
Randi is presently a part-time
drama major at the Un iversity of
Southern California (USC)with an emphasis on the parttime . All his efforts as well as
Tai ' s are now geared to the
Winter Olympics .
The biggest obstacle Randi
and Tai will have in their quest
for an Olympic gold medal will be
the tough Russian pair, Irina
Rodnina and Aleksandr Zaitsev .
In the 1979 World Championships, Irina was at home with her
Tal and Randi will be going for the gold during the Winter Olympic
games in Lake Placid this week. John Nicks, their coach, Is pictured new baby but she will be back
competing for the Olympics.
bottom left.
Before 1979, Ms. Rodnina had
Tai Babilon ia and Randi suggestion of their coach a won ten straight World Pairs
Gardner have been holding decade ago . They both placed Championships with two differhands for ten years now al- sixth individually in the U.S. ent partners . She won four
though both still in sis t they are Nation als but neither had much championships and a gold medal
"just good friends ." They are hope of reaching the top as in 1972 with Alexei Ulanov, and
currently the World Pairs Cham- singles skaters. One day their the remainder of her remarkable
pions of figure skating-so coach. John Nicks, suggested victories have been with Zaitsev,
holding hands is a part of their they hold hands and skate including a gold medal in .
trade . The twosome will be out around a practice rink in Santa Innsbru ck .
to confi rm their claim as the Monica to see what they looked
But age is on Randi and Tai ' s
number one skating pair in the like together. Both Randi and side, and they have been
world during the grueling com · Tai, who were nine and 10 at the religiously tun ing their routines
petition that will take place at time , thought their coach was while Ms. Rodnina has been
Lake PlaCid thi S week.
crazy but they humored him and preoccupied . The showdown
Twenty-year-old Randi (he wi ll took a swirl around the rink. between the two pairs will be a
be 21 during the Olympics) and That is how it all began for the classic battle of youth versus
19-year-old Tai teamed up at the best pairs skaters produced in experience . .
n
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Answers

equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

MISSOURI MINER

student 's attention on tlte part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
cn.lTlnlicu:at_A.C' J.lu:L nl"nhlaln
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Lake
Placid,
New York

XIII WINTER
OLYMPIC GAMES
ABC Sports will present the
live action between the United
States and West German hockey teams , WEDNESDAY, FEB,
20 , in the XIII Winter Olympi c
Games from Lake Placid . The
U.S . team hopes to battle their
Soviet rivals on the ice in the
final playoffs whi ch begin on
Friday, Feb. 22 and conclude on
Sunday, Feb. 24.
Other events scheduled to be
covered on Wednesday are : .
Alpine Skiing-women's giant
slalom , first run ; Figure Skatingwomen's compulsory figures ;
Speed Skating-women 's 3,000
meter; and Cross- Countrymen 's 4 x 10 relay .
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TV COMPULOG SERVlClS, INC.

Skiers chase a dream
When th e XIII Winter Olympic Games -got
underway in Lake Placid , New York , the bona fide
star of the U.S. Men ' s Ski team , Ph il Mahreprobably the best m ale skier ever to hail from the
United States-was under immense pressure . " He
is far and away t he best hope for a medal as far
as the U.S . men ar e c oncerned, " said Bob Beattie,
ABC ' s ex pert ski commentator.
Phil and h is identical twin brother Steve , who
is also on the U.S. Ski Team, grew up near the
Wh it e Pass sk i r eso rt i(1 Washington . The brothers
bega n skiing wh en they we r e aro und six bec ause
t h ey wan t ed t o spend more time with their
f ather -a fat he r w ho w as on t he sk i patrol and
gen eral ma nager at Whi te Pass. Ph il and Steve are
twen ty-two, they' re bot h married and , amazingly
enough, are the bes t of f ri ends even t ho ugh they
are constantly competing aga in st each o ther .
In
197 8, Phil ,
placed second overall
in the World Cup, the
hig hest r anking eve r
achieve d by an Am erican skier and in
1979, he r a n ked
thi rd . He has w o n f ive
Wo rl d Cup r aces in
hi s c areer, and in
Innsbruc k at the age
of 18, he pl aced
fifth .
Sinc e
an
acci dent last Ma rc h ,
Phil Mahe has been
on
the
road
to
Phil (left) and Steve Mahre
r ecove r y, exercising,
cond itioning and redeveloping the strength of his
ankle . Mahre ' s fir st t ime on skis was Australi a in
Augu st whe r e he wor ke d out with the U.S. Ski
Te am .
Steve M ahre now li ves in t he sha dow of his
more famous bro t her, but up un til high sch oo l t hey
were eve nly matched. Steve has won one Wo rld
Cup race and has the potential to do well at Lake
Placid although his record has been erratic. It
seems that Steve generally does better towards
the end of the skiing season and feels much more
comfortable doing his skiing in the United
States-both factors which will be to his
advantage in Lake Placid during February .
like his brother , Steve is a giant slalom and
a slalom specialist. Knee surgery a while back cut
into his career , but Steve bounced back and seems
anxious to do a little catching up on his
brother .
Whichever brother fairs well at the XIII Winter
OlympIc Games , his look-a-like will be at the finish
line cheering .
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ABC looks for the angles
For the past six months, Bri ce
We isman 's life has been like the
movie, 'If It's Tuesd ay , This Must
Be Belgium .' Brice is the
produ cer / dire ctor of the ' Up
Close and Personal ' segments
which ABC Sports will be airing
during the XIII Winter Olympi c
.Game s. Tracking down athletes
all over the world . from Minneso ta to Moscow, Brice has
ca ptured the Olympic hopeful s
in and aro un d their hom es as
they prepare for the two special
wee ks in Febr uary when all eyes
will be on th em.
" The overall ph ilsophy of the
' Up Close and Perso nals,' " says
Weisman, " is to ge t to know
these athletes as hum an beings ,
to try and find out wh at makes
them so special. The desire ,
ambition , dedication and also
the unique humanness which is
the character of the athletes is
what we're after ."
Brice 's job of producing/ directing the 'Up Close and Personal ' segments for the Olympics is
considerably si mpler than his
first assignment in 1968. " More
people speak English than they
used to, so it is a lot easier to

comnI UI,I .... d le. Every tIme I ra ce

stars of 1980 on and off their
around the world comp iling skis and skates. Ta i Babilonia
these features , I swear I'll never and Randi Gardner are two of
do them again, but I always the athletes Brice has featured
come back."
in his ' Up Close and Personals.'
Brice , his production assis- Tai and Randi are the top U.S.
tant , Ray DiMaria, and a film Pairs Figure Skating team as well
crew of three have had the as
the
current
World
opportunity to see the Olympic Champions.
In the top left photo , Bri ce is
checking over his story board
before shoo ti ng Babilonia and
Gardner. On the top right. Bri ce,
his assistant DiM aria and a
cameraman follow Tai and Randi
on th e ice. On the bottom left ,
Brice In terviews Mr . an d Mrs.
Gardner at their home in Ca lifornia. The bottom right pictu re IS
of Tai , Brice and Rand l aft er the
segment IS completed .
After the finishing touches
have been added to hiS 'Up
Close and Personal' features.
Jim McKay will prOVide the
narration . Brice might vow that
hiS traveling days are over. but
four years from now when It IS
OlympIC time again. he Will
probably find himself waking up
one Tuesday morning In Belgium
With the strong feeling of del a
vu .
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